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A data acquisition software program has been developed to
operate in conjuction with the automated control system of the
25kW PM EPS Breadboard. Test facility. The program provides
limited interactive control of the Breadboard Test while
acquiring data and monitoring parameters, allowing unattended
continuous operation.
The Breadboard ',rest facility has two positions for operating
separate configurations. A bloat diagram of a typical test con-
figuration is :-'3howr, in Fig. 1. The 'main variable in each test
setup is the 'high voltage battery. The initial test battery
contains 112, 3 AH, NI-CD cells arranged in 4 modules of 28
cells each. The second test battery contains 88, 55 AH, NI-CD
cells arranged in 4 modules of 22 cells each. Current test,tng
will be :limited to using a 28 vdc load bus, but the capability
for testing with a high voltage bus (1100 DC or higher) has been
included in the facility and equipment design.
A. CONTROL SOFTWARE
The software was developed for a Vidar^ Data Acquisition
System (DAS) which contains a PDP-AE Processor with 12K words of
core memory. 8K words of storage is directly programmable with
the VIDAR developed assembly language (VIDAC) and the remaining
4K words are available for data storage. The DAS contains a
clock, a b digit Integrating Digital Voltmeter,
 (IDVM), a high
speed ?b column printer, an ICMR magnetic tape recorder, 600
channels of random scanning capacity, 300 independently
addressable switch closures, and a teletype. All DAS components
are integrated for computev control by software program control.
The software is composed of VIDAC subroutines,
subroutines developed in- house and the main system control
program. The VIDAC subroutines, which are described in the VIDAR
systems manual, are used for arithmetic and input/output data
manipulations
	 The developed subroutines are used for specific
task control. The main program performs overall control and all
other functions necessary to achieve effective and reliable test
operations.
Effective and automatic operation is subdivided into three
primary functions; data acquisition;-automatic limit checking;





a. Acquires coil data via the IDVM.
b. Acquires system data via the IDVM,
e. Acquires system control status via the IDVM.
2. Automatic limit checking:
a. Tests incoming data for within limit status based on
current status supplied by the system control signals.
b. Closes con t acts on interface panel of control system to
initiate out-cif-limit shutdowns, out-of-limit printouts
and to acquire system orbit counts.
3. Data Recording
a. outputs to the teletype a summary of data at the end of
each orbit, and after BPRC limit is reached for capacity
tests. (Fig.2)
b. Outputs to ttie printer out-of-limit errors with time
and orbit count. (Fig. 3)
c. Outputs to the printer a battery summary when the
first cell reaches 1.0 volts during a capacity test. (Fig
d. Outputs to the printer the current scan
values of orbit data,cell voltages, or
temperature data on demand. (Fig. 4)	 j
e. Outputs to the IOMR the scanned data for
every 10th orbit.
B. OPERATOR CONTROL
The options allowed for operator , control while the program
is running are limited to the following
f	 1. Directed program halt. (not to be confused with using the
halt switch on the processor)
2. Print 'requests for an individual battery of orbit data,
voltages, or temperatures.
3. Recording on the ICMF of the scan data.
NOTE: orbit data consists of items such as battery voltage, battery	 1
current, charger current etc. that are used to calculate system





A. A power failure or system shutdown must be cleared and the
program restarted only under the direction of the 25Kw Breadboard
'	 r lead engineer, as a properly sequenced startup is
necessary to prevent possible equipment damage. 	 'l
B. Operator options are all accomplished using the processor
r
	
	 front panel switches and are explained under the program operating
details.
The program functions discussed above are completely integrated
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in the program and were subdivided for discussion purposes only.
Ii. CONTROL PROGRAM DETAILS
A simplified flow diagram is shown in Fig. b. 	 The program has
two starting points.	 The first is an absolute start used for
totally initializing the system.
	
The second starting point is
used to recover from a power failure and as a restart after an
operator requested halt.
The general operations of the program are to test the
operator set switch options, get the control signals and set the
appropriate program flags, 	 test the control signals for scan
start, and set the program to scanning mode or to the flag test
mode.
in the scanning mode the program acquires the time,
then scans both test positions (hereinafter called BATS` 1 and BATT 2)
III, CONTROL PROGRAM OPERATING PROCEDURE
A.oathng,_a„nd _start Lng thmgrograa m
1.	 Cl aringnemory __banker a0 and —1
a.	 Set bit 7 _ 1,	 Depress EXTD ADDR. LOAD
b.	 Set swatch register to 7600.
	
Depress LOAD A DDR.
c.	 Depress CLEAR and C ONT.	 (See NOTE 1)
d.	 Set bits 7 and	 11 = 1.	 Depress EX'TP ADDR, LOAD
e.	 Set switch register to 7600.	 Depress LOA D A DDR.




effec	 ,vely been Cvclearedl"
NOTE 1,	 Proper operation of the program will be indicated by
a momentary illumination of the RUN light. 	 Failure for this to
occur may necessitate reloading the executive programs. 	 See
section III. A.4 for further details,
2.LQdi ng the _Qrogwram tam
a.	 Set bit 8 =	 1.	 Depress EXTD ADDR. LOAD
b.	 Set switch register to 7777.
	
Depress LOA D ADDR.
c.	 Load tape JAP /?,Z	 in high speed reader and switch to RUN.
d.	 Depress CLEAR and CONT	 (Note 2)
.e.	 When high speed reader halts,	 set 'bits 8 and 11 - 1.
Depress EXTD ADDR. LOAD.
f.	 Set switch register to 7777•
	
depress LOAD ADDR.
g.	 Load tape JA 	 in high speed reader and switch to RUN.
h.	 Depress CLEAR and CONT.
i.	 When the high speed reader halts,	 set bit 8 and




j.	 Set switch register to 7777.
	
Depress LOA D _ADDR,
4
b:f
k	 'goad tape	 A_ in high speed reader.




now loaded. Verify that all external devices are turned
on and that  the hardware clock exhibits the correct time.
m. Set the program options as described in section 1V for
the current test conditions.
NOTE 2: If the tapti does riot load or does not properly halt at the
trailer code, see section ixl. A,b for oeloa,ding the executive program.
3. Stal ina_&__th ^L_P-t_o ram
a. Set bit 8 and 11 -1, depress EEXXTD ADDR LOAD.
b. Set the switch register 	 02bE^7t.he starting
address) and depress LOAI_AI?PR
c. Set switch register to 0000,
d. "Turn TTY Manual./Auto switch to manual and the
power, switch to line.
e. Verify DDAS System Switches in the following
positions {
1. system sw "ON"
2. Set clock to proper, T.O.Y.
. a. Powe— switch "ON" ,
b. Push Stop,
c. Push reset,
d. Set day, hours, min., and sec. using
digit switch and set button
e. Period switch position not critical
mutt, swatch position riot critical.
f. Remote - Local switch to local,
g. "Totalize - normal. switch to normal.,
h. Press start switch when time concides with
actual, time.
3. ICMR Power Switch (inside door) to off
4. 6` 3-06 coupler switch to "ON"; selector
switch to "Program Interrupt".
" . 653 -060 coupler power, switch to "ON!';
"output se lect" switch to "pr i.nt" -11ren-or'`d^"
6. 16 column print power switch "ON" and
verify printer paper, is loaded
7. 13593-1 contact closure unit, switch to "ON"
ar
n, 13b93-2 contact closure unit switch to ""ON'" 	 a,
9	 531 OHMS converter power switch "ON"
10. 5210 IDVM power swatch "ON"
a. "Ra*oe" switch full CCW to "program".
b. "Resolution" sw..tch to "progr^am" .
c. "Function" switch to "program".
d, "Range" switch to "program".
e. I'IDVM Check" switch to "operate".
11. 6 10 Scanne-r
a. Turn power switch to "ON".
b. First channel thumb wheel switches set to 11000".
c. Last channel thumb wheel switches set to 11399"•
d. "Mode" selector, switch to "remote".
e. Depress "clear" switch.
f. Depress "reset" switch.
12, 13b93 -3
 
con tact closure unit swit ch to "ON"
13. 663A TCMR
a	 Turn power' swatch to I'M'.
b. Load tape.
c. Depress "LOAD FWD" switch.
d. Wait for tape drive to halt and "READY"
light to illuminate.
f	 Depress CLE AR and GONj.
g. Verify that the program is operating.
h. Turn TTY to "Auto" mode.
4. RestLiZti. ng,._th^ _pr^aatra
To restart the program after a power fail HALT or
a DDAS room temperature ove.^temp HALT:
a. Reload bank 2 tape as described in par. III.A.i through I.







5. 1oading the executive program.
a. Set bit 8 and 11 = 1. Depress EyTa APRR2.
b. Deposit the listed instructions into the locations
listed below. Instruction ave deposited by setting
the switch register to the first, address and depressing
the ,^QA.P ADDR switch, The instructions are then deposited
by setting the switch register to the instruction and





















c. Set switch register to 7756• Depress LOAD ADDR.
d. Load VIDAC BIN .LQARqa_TAPE (Vidac No. 0005) in
high speed reader.
e. Depress CLEAR and CONT.
f, When high speed reader finishes, (Tape will not
stop at trailer code). Depress HALT.
g. Turn off reader, then set to LOAD position.
h. Set switch register bits 8 and 10 = 1. Depress
EXTD ADDR LOAD.
i, Set switch register to 7777, Depress LOAD ADDR.
J. Load VIDAC CORE WIPE tape (Vidac No. 0003) in
high speed reader and switch to RUN.
k. Depress CLEAR and CONT.
—1. Go to step ? II. A,1
B. Switch _gktiMs
The switch options allow operator control of the program. The
switch option are monitored continuously and may be set at any
time. The switches a re located on the PDP-8E control panel and
are fabled 0 through 11,
7







Record BATT 2 on ICMR
Record BATT 1 on TCMR
NOTE; Switch 1 or 2 should be operated simultaneously with
3, 4 o r y.
1	 Halt, switch 0
The halt function is used to stop the operating program.
to allow program changes to accommodate changing TESTET -SIPS.
NOTE: This switch will only function if the RUN/HOLD switch on the
control panel is in the HOED position
Restart of the program is accomplished by setting bit
8 and 11 = I and depressing EXTD ADDR LOAD, then setting
the switch register to 0331 and depressing LO AD ADDR. Set
the switch register to 0000 and Depress CONT. The program
should now be operating,
2. BATT 1, Switch 1
This switch is used in conjunction with switches
3 1 4 or 5 to initiate a print out of the selected data fo r
battery position 1.
3. BATT 2, switch 2
Has the same effect on Battery 2 position.
Orbit data print, switch 3,
This switch, when used in conjunction with switch
1 or 2 ( but not both) , will initiate a pri,ntort of the
orbit data taken for BATT. 1 or 2 during the next data scan.
NOTE: The switches should be cleared after printing starts to
prevent continuous printing.
Voltage data print, switch 4.
This switch, when used in conjunction; with switches
1 or 2 (but. riot both) , will initiate a printout of the













Iposition during the data scan. (See note in 4 above).
6. Temperature data print, switch b
This switch, when used in conjunction with switch
1 or 2 ( but riot both), will initiate a printout of the
module and chamber temperatures far the selected battery
position during the next data scan. NOTE: (See note in 4 above)'I
IV. CONTROL PROGRAM OPTIONS
1. The program will disvega • d out of limit conditions and
calculatons when the battery Is disconnected from the circuit
using the DISCONNECT switch in the control pannel..
}
2. The faulty channel storage locations listed below
provide a means of identifyingthose abnormal cells in a battery
which are disregarded in limit testing without physically
removing the cells from the battery, The numbers represented by
"coo l' are the cell no. in octal, notation.
BATTER_.l	 BA'P'I'E4_Y




0253	 cee	 0260	 coo
0254	 Coe	 0261	 Coe
0255	 coo	 0262	 Coe









3. The number of cells it) m battery and the number of
modules may be changed to vef ler0t^ 1%he proper battery assembly.
The proper storage locations are identifled below. The no. of
cells and modules are deposited in octal notation.
A&M —RX-1	 SATIE38Y 2,
BANK 1	 BANK 2
LOCATION	 NO.	 LOCATION	 N09
NO. OF CELLS	 0226	 xxx	 0227	 xxx
NO. OF MODULES 0230 	 mmm	 0231	 mmm
APPENDIX A





CF 	 = 15.0 ---------------- 0JOl-0303 2047; 4000; 0000
CF2 = 4,0	 ------------- 0304-0306 2034; 0000; 0000
C F3 = 0-b	 ---------------- 0307-0311 2004; 0000; 0000
CF4 =	 10.0 ---------------- 0312-0314 2045; 0000; 0000
CF5 = X10.0 
---------------- 0315-0317 2065; 0000; 0000
CF6 = $0.0 ----------- ---»-- 0320-0322 --- 2066; 2000; 0000
CF7 = 1.5	 ---------------- 0323-0325 2016; 0000; 0000
CF8 = 60.0 ---------------- 032b-0430 2067; ► 000; 0000
CF9 = 2.5
	
------ -------- 0331-003 2025; 0000; 0000
CF10= 0.2	 ---------------- 033 4
-0336 1766; 31 4 6; 3146
CF14=500.0 ---------------- 0337-0 3 41 2117; 6400; 0000
CF12=	 5.0 - - -- ------------ OW-03 4 4 --- 1035; 0000; 0000
TTY HEADINGS
1st LINE -------- ----- ----- 0401-05 0 6
2nd LINE ------------------ 0507-0614
3rd LINE ------------------ 0bI5,^0 7 22
(NOTE SEE APPENDIX B)
APPENDIX A
BANK 2 STORAGE ASSIGNMENTS
DESCRIPTION	 LOCATION	 LOCATION
BA TATSRY 1	 BATTERY 2
• CELL SCAN STORAGE FOR HI
HI BATTERY VOLT ----------- 10';11-1003 --- 3001-3003
HI CELL PER BATTERY ------- 1042-1044 ---	 30 4 2-30 44	-
BATTERY V AT HI CELL ------ 106 11-1066 3064-3066
AVE, CELL V AT HI 1067-1071 J067-3071
HI CELL NO. IN BATTERY ---- 1104 -------- 3104
APPENDIX A




BATTERY 1 BATTERY 2
CELL SCAN STORAGE FOR LO
LO BATTERY V. ------------- 1201-1203 - -- 3201-3243
LO CELL V. PER BATTERY ---- 1242-1244 - --	 3242-3244
BATTERY V AT LO CELL ----- 1264-1264 - -- 3264-3266
AVE CELL V AT L0 1267-1271
	 - --	 326.7-32.71





BANK 2 STORAGE ASSIGNMENTS
DESCRIPTION LOCATION LOCATION
BATTERY 1 BATTERY 2
ORBIT DAT A SCAN STORAGE
V BATTERY (CHAN 000/200) ------ 2001- 2003 --- 4001-4003
I RIG IN	 (CHAN	 178/378)	 ------- 2004-2006 --- 11004- 4006
I REG OUT ( CHAN	 179/379)	 ------ 2007-2011	 --- 4007-4011
V REG OUT ( CHAN	 180/380)	 ------ 2012-2014	 --- 4012-40114
V BUS	 (CHAN 181/381)	 ---------- 2015-2017 -_- 1+015-4017
I BPRC
	
(CHAN 182/382)	 --------- 2020-2022 --- 4020- 4022
1 BATTERY ( CHAN	 183/383)	 ------ 2023-202:5	 --- 11021-4025
I SAS	 ( CHAN	 1811/3811)	 ---------- 2026-2030 --- 14026-4030
V EAS	 ( CHAN	 1815/385)	 ---------- 2031- 2 041	 .-_- U;) 31 ^ ►.40.3I	 CEfG 	 OUT	 (t;( t :ar i 	 ^(;i	 .1)	 ------ ;a()411-2r)2 .)36
ORBIT DATA S[IMMAT O\
A =	 W79 x M180) ORBIT --- 2037-2041 --- 40 37- hU41
B =	 (M1$1	 x	 M182)	 ORBIT;'	 --- 2042 -20 1 4 1 4	 --- 4;0112-4044
C =	 (M000 x M178)	 ORBIT --- 20 115 -20 147 	 - --	 40115-4047
D	 (M183)
	
NIGHT --- 2050-2052 - 4J50 - 4052
E _	 (M183 x MOOD)	 NIGHT --- 205 3 -2055 - --	 11053-4f"-'-S
E -	 (M183)	 DAY ----- 2056-2060 - --	 4056-4("l-, ,
G -	 (M1f33 x MOOD)	 DAY ----- 2061-2063 - -- 4061-4063
H	 -	 (M184	 x	 M185)	 DAY	 - 2064-2066 - --	 11064-4066
x P	 (M186 x M000)	 DAY ----,- 2067-2.071	 - --	 140117-44071
HI CHRG TEMP.	 (M187) ORBIT ---- 2072-2074 - --	 11072-1t0713
HI REG TEMP (M188) ORBIT ------ 2075 -2777 - -- 11075-4077
HI BATTERY TEMP (M189) ORBIT -- 2100-2102 tt 1 l,' :- 410?
DCH C DISC. COUNTER -------- it 10 j
ORBIT` DATA TYPE STORAGE
ORBIT NO.	 ---,------------------ 2104-2105 - --	 141014-14105
SUNSET TIME ------------------- 2106-2111	 - --	 141106-4111
INCH --------------------------- 2.112 -------- 1111'2,
PPG WHO	 A/60 ----------------- 2113-2115	 --- 4113-14115
PPG EFF	 A/H ------------^------ 2116-2120 U116-4120
BATTERY TEMP --------- --------- 21 2 1-2123	 - --	 4121=14123
BPRC WH	 B/60 ----------------- 212 14-2126 ---	 4124-14126
BATTERY AHO	 D/60 ------------ 2127-2131	 - --	 4127-11131
RF	 F/D ----------------,------ 2132-213 11	 - --	 4132-14134
BATTERY.WHO	 E/60 ------------ 2135-2137
	
- --	 1413' -14137
_BATTERY EE's' 	 G/	 E ----------- 2140-21 142 -_- 4140-4142
HI CELL V.	 ---^----------------- 21 4 3-21 4 b	 - ---	 41143-41!15
HI CELL NO-	 ------------------- 2146 -------- 0146
AVE HI CELL V ----------------- 2147-2151
	
- --	 4147-4151
LO CELL V ---------------------- 2152-21514	 ---	 4152-4154









a BANK 2 STORAGE ASSIGNMENTS
AVE LO CELL V.	 ---------------- 2156-2160 --- 11156-4160
CHRGR. EFF I/	 H	 2161-2163 --- 4161-4163
CHRGR TEMP -------------------- 2161-2166 --- 14164-4166
`'	
4 BEG EFF A/ C ----------------- 2167-2171	 --- 4167—u 171
` REG TEMP --- ------ -- — — ----- 2172_-2174 -- 4172-4174
i E-O-C TIME -------------- ------ 2175-2200 --- 4176-4200
PET STO. ---------------- ------ 2201-2204 --- 4201 -42014














BATTERY TEMP ----------- (30.0) 2401-2403 (30-0) 11401-4403
BATTERY HI VOLT ('168-0) 2404-2406 --- ( X 65-0) 11404-4406
BATTERY LO VOLT -- ----- (123-0) 2407-2411	 --- (	 97.0) 4407-4411
MOD LO VOLT ------------ (30.8) 2 1112-2414	 --- (24-2) 11412-4414
CELL HI VOLT ------ ------ (1.55} 2415-2417	 --- (1-55) 11415 -11417
CELL LO VOLT ----------- (0.05) 2420-2422 --- (0,05) 41120-41122
CELL CAPTST LO VOLT ----- (0.05) 2423-2425 --- (0.05) 4423-4425
CELL RECOND LO VOLT ----- (0-0) 2426-2430 --- (0.0) 4426-030
ROOM TEMP -------------- (30-0) 21131-243.3
BATT FAULT LIMIT ----------------------------- (0.059 4431-41133
TEMP ERROR ------------ (0,000) 21131l-2436
TEMP HI ERROR --------- (0-321) 2437-2441
TEMP LO ERROR -------- (29-121) 2442-211411
CAPTST	 1.OV LIM> ---------(1.0) 2 1145-2447
	 --- (1.0) 4445-111147
30.0	 2057; 6000; 0000
168.0	 2105; 2000; 0000
165.0	 2105; 1200; 0000
123.0	 2077; 5400; 0000
121.0	 2077; 4400; OOQO
30.8	 2057; 031 4 ; 6314
24.2	 2056; 1463; 1463
1-5	 2016; 0000; 0000
1.0	 20111; 0000; 0000
.2	 1766; 31 4 6; 31116
0.0	 0000; 0000; 0000
35.0	 2064; 3000; 0000
0.321	 1775; 1055; 0345
29.121	 2057; 2173; 7166
97.0	 2076; 0400; 0000
1.55	 2016; 1463; 14-13
0.05	 1746; 3146; 3200
A 6
APPENDIX B
LOCATION INSTRUCTION CHARACTER LOCATION INSTRUCTION CHARACTER
4(11 0302 B 11411 0327 W
402 0301 A 445 0310 H
403 0324 T 446 0317 0
404 02110 sp 447 0240 sp
405 0240 sp 450 02110 sp
406 0317 0 451 0320 P
407 0322 K 452 0320 p
410 0302 B 453 0307 0
411 0311 1 115)a 0240 sp
412 0324 T 455 0305 E
4 13 0240 sp 1156 0306 F
414 0240 sp 14 57 0,306 r
415 0240 sp 460 0240 sp
41b 0240 sp 4b1 0240 sp
417 o240 sp 462 0302 B
420 0323 S 4b3 0301 A
421 0325 v 1164 0324 T
422 0316 N 46h 0240 sp
423 0323 s 466 0324 T
424 0305 E 467 0305 E
425 0324 T 1170 0315 m
426 0240 sp 471 0320 p
427 0240 sp 472 0240 sp
430 0240 sp 473 0240 sp
431 0240 sp 474 0302 B
432 0240 sp 475 03120 P
433 0304 D 476 0257
434 0303 C 477 0,322 R
435 0310 H 500 0303 C
436 0240 sp 501 0240 sp
437 0240 sp 502 0,327 w
440 0320 P 503 0310 H
441 0320 P 504 0240 sp
442 0307 G 505 0240 sp





LOCATION INSTRUCTION CHARACTER LOCATION INSTRUCTION CHARACTER
507 0302 8 552 0311 T
510 0301 A 553 0240 sp
511 0324 T 554 0303 C512 0240 sp 555 0326 V
513 0301 A 556 0255 -
514 0310 H 557 0255 -
; 515 0317 0 560 0303 C
'i 516 0240 sp 561 0,316 N	 =
517 0240 sp 562 0317 0
520 0240 sp 563 0255 -
521 032.2 R 564 0255 -
. 522 0306 F 565 0301 A
523 0240 sp 56b 0326 V
524 0240 sp 567 0240 sp
I 525 0240 sp 570 0303 C	 l526 0240 sp 571 0,326 V
527 0302 B 572 0240 sp
530 0301 A 573 0240 sp531 03211 T 574 0,311, L
532 02110 sp 575 017 0
533 0327 W 576 0240 sp
534 0310 H 577 0303 C
535 0317 0 600 0326 V
536 0240 sp 601 0255 -
537 0240 sp 602 0255540 0302 0 603 0303 r%
5111 0301 A 604 0316 N
542 0324 ,1 605 0317 0
543 0240 sp 606 0255
544 0305 E 607 0255 -
545 0306 E 610 0301 Ar
546 0306 E 611 0326 U
547 02140 sp 612 0240 sp
550 0240 sp 613 0303 C
i





APPEND ., X B
LOCATION INSTRUCtION CHARACTER LOCATION INSTRUCTION CHARACTER
615 0303 C. b6o () 420 p
b16 0310 H 661 02110 sp
617 0307 G 66.0 02110 sp
620 0240 sp bbi 0240 sp
621 030b E 664 02110 sp
622 0306 F bb5 0240 sp
623 0306 F b06 02110 sp
624 0240 sp W 02110 sp
625 0240 sp 670 0240 sp
b26 0303 C 671 0240 sp
627 opo H 672 02110 sp
630 0307 G 673 02110 sp
631 0240 sp b74 0240 sp
632 032.4 T 67b 0305 E
633 0305 E 676 0240 sp
63 11 0315 M, 677 0317 0
635 0302 p 700 0240 sp
636 0240 sp 701 0303 C
637 02110 sp 702 02110 sp
640 0322 R 703 0324 T
6 111 0305 E 7011 0311 1
642 0307 G 70b 031b m
643 02411 sp 706 0305 E
644 0305 E 707 0240 sp
6 115 0306 F 710 0240 sp
646 030b F 711 0240 sp
6 11T 0240 sp 712 02110 sp
650 02110 sp 713 0240 sp
651 0322 R 7111 0240 sp
652 0305 8 716 0240 sp
653 0307 G 716 o?40 sp
b54 0240 sp 717 0240 sp
655 0324 T 720 02140 sp
656 0305 E 721 021I0 sp




FA: BSS 1 BATT 1 Flags
FB: BSS 1 BATT 2 Flags
- IFF 4 IDVM/Scanner Setup
CH: BSS 1 Chan,	 No.
FU: BSS 1 Function (DC or OHMS)
RA: BSS 1 Range	 (1000mv,	 10v,	 100v,	 1000v)
2 Resolution	 (.011P)
SR: BSS 1 Switch Register Storage
IFF 15 Type Indicator Storage
TP: T1
TI: BSS 14
r TF: BSS 1 "OK TO TYPE" Flag
I1: BSS 1 Auto Index Address Pointer
CA: 0160 No.	 Of	 Cells In
	
BATT	 1	 (112)
j CB: 01 30 No.	 Of Cells
	
In BATT 2	 (B$)
CC: 4 No. Of Modules In BATT	 1
CD: 4 No. Of Modules In BATT 2
IFF 4 Time Arid Data Temporary
Storage
H 1: BSS 1 Days	 Orbit No.	 Chan.	 No.
H2: BSS 1 Hours	 Orbit ho.	 Data Word
H3: BSS 1 Minutes	 Minutes	 Data Word 2
H4: BSS 1 Seconds	 Seconds	 Data Word 3
Ci: BSS 1 "BATT Flags" Temporary Storage
C2: BSS 1 11BATT No."	 Temporary Storage
C3: BSS 1 "No. Of Cells" Temporary Storage
C4; BSS 1 "No. Of Modules" Temporary Storage
SF: BSS 1 "USG SUNSET TIME" Flag
PF BSS 1 "PRINT"	 Flag
IFF 3
r A: BSS 3 'Temporary Flt .Pt .	 Storage
TO: BSS 1 "CAPACITY TEST OVER" Flag
' DC': BSS 1 Temporary Storage
C: BSS 1 "First Chan No." Storage
IFF 13
FP: FC {{


















O START OF MAIN OPERATING PROGRAM
EXT THERMO
ENTRY BM












CALL 21A CLOSE Reset All















AND =1777 Cleat, BATT Flags Of 11 1.0 VOLT.	 REACHED"




DCA TO Clear "CAPTE$T OVER" flag
CLA
BI:	 LAS Load Switch Reg.	 Into Accum.
DCA SR Store	 in	 "SRI'
CALL 2 ► CLOSE Reset Switch Closures
PAR =0
ims WA Go Wait
TAD FA
AND =7077 Cleat, "PRINT REQUESTS"
DCA, FA From BATT	 1 Fla;:
TAD FB
AND =7077 Cleat, "PRINT REQUESTS"
DCA FB From BATT 2 Flags
TAD SR Get.	 "SRI'
C
ti	 f
AND =3000 Mask Out All But BATT No.
SNA Set?
JMP B3 No, Go Chock For "HOLD"
AND =2000 Yes, Mask For BATT 2
SNA BATT 2 Requested?
JMP B2 Yes, Go Merge Paint Flags
CLA For BATT 2




AND _0700 Mask Out All But "PRIN'T' REQUESTS"
DCA C 1 Store In " C 1"
TAD FA Get BATT 1 Flags
AND =7077 Mask Out Old "PRINT REQUESTS"
TAD C1 Add In New "PRINT REQUESTS"
DCA FA Redeposits BATT 1 Flags
*HOLD TEST" SET- UP
B3:	 TAD =D399 Load For Chan.	 399
DCA Chi Set Up IDVMtSeanner




CALL 1 , VIDAR initialize Acquisition
PAI R CH
TAD =330 Set Pointer
DCA 10 For Flt.	 Pt.	 2.5
ims D3 Go Get it
CALL 1 , \STO Store In " A"
PAR A
CALL O,VRSLT Get Data
CLA Clear Accumalator
CALL 1,\FSB Subt'act,	 2.5
PAR A
TAD 0020 Get Sign Of Result
SMA+CLA Is "HOLD" On ?
JMP B4 Yes Go "HOLD" Branch
TAD SR Geis Switch Reg,
	 Storage
AND :3703 Mask Out "HALF" Bit
DCA SR Redeposit
*SET-UP TO GET CONTROL INFORMATION




JMS FS Go Set Flags
TAD FA Get B ATS` 1 Flag Storage
AND =6700 Mask Out Old "CONTROL" Flags
TAD C•1 Merge in New "CONTROL" Flags
DCA_, FA Redepdsit Flag Word
TAD =D392 Load For Chan 392
DCA CH
JMS FS Go Set Flags
TAT) Wn nn+-	 nmmn,	 ok..,:,^,.
AND =6700 Mask out Old "Control #' Flags
TAD C1 Mu ,Bu In New "Control" Flags
DCA FB Redeposit
TAD =D199 Load For Chan 199
DCA CH
CALL JIVT' DAR Initialize Acquisition
PAR CH
CALL 01VRSLT Get Data
CLA
CALL 11\FSB Subtract 2.5
PAR A
TAD 0020 Get Sign Of Result
SMA+CLA is "SCAN START" on
im p SC Yes, Go Scanning Branch
TA 1) FA No, Get BATT I Flags
DCA G 1 Store	 in	 110111
TAD CA Get "No. Of Cells" Fo r BATT 1
DCA C3 Store	 In	 11C311
TAD =1 Load	 1 For BATT I
DCA C2 Store	 In	 11C211
TAD =1000 Set Pointer, 	BATT	 1
DCA 11 Storage
ims FT Go - F 1 a &_j%s t
TAD C1 Get BATT Flags,
DCA FA Store In BATT 1 Flags






Get No. Of Cells For BATT 2
DCA C3 Store	 In	 11C311
TAD =2 Load 2 For BATT 2
DCA Ca Store In	 "C211
TAD =3000 Set Pointer For BATT 2
DCA 11
ims FT Go Flast Test
TAD C1 Get Flags
DCA FB Deposit As BATT 2 Flags
TAD TF Get ''OK To TYPE" Flag
SNA+CLA Is It Set?
im p B1 No,	 Return To Beginning
B6:	 TAD T1 Yes, Get Next Type Indicator
SZA+CLA Typing Desired?
im p B7 Yes,	 Go Type
CLA No,
DCA TF Clear "OK TO TYPE" Flag
im p El Return To Beginning
GO PRINT A LINE
B7:	 CALL 11TY Go Type A _ULaa
PAR T1
CLA
DCA TF Clear "OK TO TYPE" Flag
im p B1 Return To Beginning
C
* SET UP TO MERGE BATT 2
02:	 CLA
TAD SR Get "Switch Reg." Storage
AND =0700 Mask Out All But ►► PR T NT REQUESTS"
DCA C1 Deposit Results In C1
TAD FB Get BATT 2 Flags
AND =7077 Mask Out Previous "PRINT FLAGS"
TAD C1 Merge "PRINT REQUESTS"
DCA FB Redeposit BATT 2 Flags
imp B3 Return To Main Program
SYSTEM ON HOLD OPTION
$4:	 CALL Op\CK Wait For All Typing To Finish
TAD SR Ge"	 1 ► SP11
SPA • Hn-xlt Requested?
HLT Yes,	 Halt
TAD =4000 No,	 Add "HOLD" Flag
DCA SR Redeposit it) Switch Reg Storage
TAD SR Reload Switeh Reg. Storage
AND =0700 Mask All But ►► PRTNT REQUESTS"
SZA+CLA Print Requested?
im p Sc Yes Go Scanning Branoh
TAD =1 No,	 Set 11 OK TO TYPE"	 Flag
DCA TF
im p Bb Return To Main Program
C
11 PROGRAM BRANCH TO SCAN DATA
SC:	 CALL 2, GLOSS Acknowledge "Saari Start"
PAR =2
ims WA GO RL11t
CLA
TAD -1 Set, 11 OK TO TYPE" Flag
DCA iF
ims SS GO
TAD =D192 Set Up For BATT 1
DCA CH
ims FS Go $qt
TAD FA
AND =6700 Clear Control Flags
TAD 01 Add In Now Control Flags
DCA FA Redeposit Flags
TAD =N92 Set Up For BATT 2
DCA 011
ims FS Go Set.
TAD FB
AND =6700 Clear Cont rol Flags
TAD C1 Add In New Control Flags
DCA FB Redeposit Flags
TAD FA Get BATT 1 Flags
DCA C1 Store In "C111
TAD =1 Load	 1 For
 BATT 1
DCA C2 Store In	 IVC?."
n 1000 Set Pointer For BA"A"kit 1
DCA 11
TAD cl Got BATT Flags
AND =0700 Mask Out All But, "PRINT REQUESTS"
SZA+CLA Print Requested?
ims HD Yes, Go Pri nt Header
DCA 17 Set Starting Chan For BATT 1
ims OD Go Scari .-Qrbit	 Data
TAD FB Get BATT 2 Flags
DCA C1 Store	 In	 11C111
TAD =2 Load 2 For BATT 2
DCA C2 Store	 In	 "C211
TAD =30 00 Set Pointer For BATT 2
DCA ii
TAD ci Get Flags




ims HD Yes, jo_P_LArit Header
TAD =D200 Set Starting Chan. For BATT 2
DCA 17
JM$ . OD Go Soan Orbit Pq ta
TAD FA Get BATT 1 Flags
DCA ci Store	 In	 "Cill
TAD =1 Load 1 For BATT 1



































































































Set Pointer For BATT 1
BATT 1 Starting Chan.
Get "No. OC Cells'1
Share In 11 C3"





Yes, Go Record ar _
Go San Val.ha -Da__ to
Go 'e t _ Batter y lFault.
Get BATT Fl cgs
Redeposlt In BATT 1 Flags
Go :59n ,Tom _ at.a For BATT 1
Get BATT 2 Flags
Sto re In II C I t1





Set Pointer For BATT 2
Set. S^ ar , ting Chan. For Cell. 1
BATT
Get No. Of Cells
Store In 11C311
Get No of Modules
Store In 111,611




Go Scan . Volta e spat-o
Go Test Batter y F3ul.t
Get BATT' FJ,ags
Rodeposit Ire BATT 2 Flags
Go Span Tea_pata For BATT 2
Set. Range and Function
For Room Temp,
Set, Scanner For Room Temperature
Initialize Acquisition
Get Data
Store; Chan No. In 1t H 111
Change Sign Of Data
Go Verlfv -Data 	 Limits





CALL 1,\STO Store Results In "H2-H4"
PAP H2
.-	 TAD =2430 Set Auto Ind. To Room
DCA 10 Temperature Limit
JMS D3 Go Ge t it
CALL 1,\FSB Subtract Current Temperature
PAR H2
TAD 0020 Get Sign Of Results
SPA+CLA Too Hi?
JMS ER Yes Go Error F1outin
TAD SR No, Get Stitch Reg.—Storage  ^.	
AND =0100 Mask All But Temperature Print
SZA+CLA Prin.  Requested?
JMS PR Yes, Go Print
JMS is Go ;Post	 R YR„ICMe_ ques,,,,t
JMS IZ Go TeestFor_TCMa EQF
JMP B6 No,	 Return To Main Program
r BF (Battery FFault Test)
* SUBROUTINE TO TEST.' FOR BATTERY FAULT CURRENT
BF;	 BSS 1 Return Address
TAD =D171 Set Scanner To Fault Char.
TAD 17
DCA CH
TAD 4 Set Range
DCA RA
CALL 11 VIDAR Initiate Acquisition
k	 PAR CH
CALL O,VRSLT Get Data
DCA H1 Store Chann No.	 In "H111
TAD 0020 Get Sign Of Data	 j
AND =3777 Take Absolute Value
DCA 0020 Redeposi.t
CALL 1 , \STO Store Data. Ire "H2-H4"
PAR H2
TAD =4 430 Set Pointer To Limit
DCA 10
JMS D3 Get	 It	 1
J!
CALL 1, \F'SB
PAR H2 Subtract Data
TAD 0020 Get Sign Of Results
SPA+CLA Over Limit?
JMS ER Yes, Go Error
JMS IS -TestGo ICMR
JMP* BF Return




TAD SR Get	 10 SR"
AND C2 Mask `1'o BATT No,
SNA+CLA Set?
JMP* IZ No,	 Return
C	 8
CMA	 Complotneri+ Accum
CALL	 C \ 1MR	 Write EOF cap
im p *	 TZ	 Rttu rt
p,
* RS (RESET) ROUT INE T O R ES ET O R B TT DATA ST ORAGE
}	 RS: BSS 1 Return Address
h°
TAD 11 Set- Auto index To
DCA 10 Starting Address
TA D 41103 Load
	 110
CIA Compliment,




CALL 01\CL Put: Zero s In FPAC
R	 : JMS U 1 Store Zero
IN H 1 Lust: S tora ge?
JMP RZ No 	 Do Again
l4 TAD =11403 Set Pointer For A Hi Limit
I JMS 113 Put	 it,	 In	 'PAC
TAD 4001111 Sete Pointer For Low
TAD III Value Storage
DCA 10
4 TAD ^-b Set; Counter "H1"
DCA Li 1 For -5
JMS RL Go Store In Lo j^iL: ut,_S 
TAD 40200 t,se 	 nt;e^r F'oF	 Next
TAD 11 Group
DCA 10
I TAD _-D12 Set, counf;er Hi	 j
DCA Hi For -12
JMS RL Go	 St:c^:^can , two a1 urn	 St:orag
JMP`* R S Return
IA:{ BSS 1TAD 11
DCA 10 Move: Data From





DCA 10 Move. Data From	 I
r JMS D3 Bank 2 To Bank 1
JMP* TB
'	 *SUB LOOP TO STORE HI VALUES
RL: BSS 1 Return Address
`	 RB: JMS U3 Store Limit




JMP* RL Yes,	 Return
1
-..:. F.xisrrlwmN^nms4TM " ,4v	 ...X
1
*FS (SET FLAGS) ROUTINE
*ROUTINE TO AQUI;RE CONTROL DATA AND SET BA'I'T.	 FLAGS
FS:	 BSS 1 Return Address
CLA
TAD =1 Set Function
ACA FU To Volts.
TAD =-7 Set Counter "C2 11 To _7
DCA C2
DCA C1 Zero "C1"
CALL 1	 VIDAR, initialize Acquisition
PAR CH
SA:	 ISZ CH Increment Chen,	 No.
CALL 0, VRSLT
CLA
CALL 11 VIDAR Initialize Acquisition
PAR CH
CALL 1 , \FSB Subtract.	 2.b
PAR A
CLA+CLL
TAIL 0020 Get Sign Of Results
SMA+CLA Is Control Signal On
STL Yes,	 Set, Lank
TAD 01 Get: Flag Word
RAR Rotate Link & Aecum Right 	 1 Bit;
ACA C1 Red(-posit	 in	 "C1"
ISZ C? Last.	 Cont i, ol,	 Chin .?
JMF SA No,	 Po Again
TAD C1 Yes	 G( t:	 1't 1"
R.TR Ro rtit.e	 b	 Bits	 Right
R'1' R
R'1' R
SZL is	 ),isnonnont.	 ;7rj`
TAD..
AND 1: 77 Mask Ou+, Pr n', 	 P	 W. s
DCA C1 Redeposi t Fl-igs
CALL U,VRSLT Cl.r.	 VFSLT Routine
rA1 T A	 \r, 1 01„	 Wi]AC
r*SS (SUNSET TIME)
*ROUTINE TO GET SCAN TIME AND PET
SS;	 BSS 1 Return Address
CLA
CALL 21CLOSE Close "T.O.Y."	 Switch
PAR =1
JMS WA Go Wait
CALL 1,HTIME Get "T.O.Y."	 And Store
PAR H1 In	 11H1-H4"
CLA
TAD =0200 Set Pointer To Store Time
-	 DCA 10
JMS ST Go Sto re Time
TAD SF Get "SUNSET TIME" Flag
AND _0003 Mask For BATT No.
SNA Is It Set
JMP SU No	 Continue
AND =0001 Yes,	 Mask For BATT	 1
SNA+CLA BATT	 1?
JMP SIN No,	 Go Do BATT 2
;TAD =2204 Set Pointer For
DCA 10 "BATT 1 SSTIME" Sto.
JMS ST Go Store Time As SSTTME
TAD SF Gef,	 ' 3UN-	 ~7 TME" Flag





JMP SN Yes,	 Do	 BA'I'T 2
SU:	 CALL 2,CLOSE Close Switch For
PAR =D11 "BATT	 1	 P.E.T."
JMS WA Go Wait
CALL 1,HTIME Get,	 "BATT	 1	 P.E.T."
PAR H1 Arid	 Store	 In	 "H 1-Hi4"
CLA
'	 TAD =-D99 Test, Last Two Digits
TAD H2 In Orbit Count For 9.9
SMA+C'LA 99?
JMS SY Yes,	 Go Adjust First: Three
TAD H2 Adjust For Current Orbit No.
TAD =1
DCA H2
TAD H2 Get Last Two Digits
E	 CALL 02BNBCD Convert To BCD
AND =0017 Mask All But Last Digit
SNA+CLA Zero?
`	 JMS IF Yes, Go Sect IGMR Flag	 I
TAD =2200 Set Pointer For
DCA 10 "BATT	 1	 P . E. T," Sto .
JM'S ST Go Store	 P.E.T. 
C	 1?
11tUGR AL "'APYE io
OF POOR QUALITY
CALL 2,GLOSE Close Switch For
PAR =D31 "BATT	 2	 P.E.T,11
ims WA Go Wait
CALL ItHTIME Gef,	 "BATT	 2	 P.E.T.11
PAR Al And Store In "H 1-10
CLA
TAD =-Dclg Test Last Two Digits
TAD H2 In Orbit Count For 99
SMA+CLA 99?
ims SY Yes)	 Co	 Aci ust First Three
TAD H2 AdJust For Curven t, Orbit No.
TAD =1
DCA H2
TAD HP. Get Last Two Orbit Count Digits
CALL OtBNBCD Convert To BCD
AND =0017 Mask To Last Digit
SNA+CLA Zero
ims SG Yes,	 Go	 Set.	 ICMR_F;La.(z
TAD =4200 Set Pointer For
DCA 10 11 BATT	 2	 P.E.T. 11 	Storage
ims ST Go Store	 P.E.T.
CLA
DCA SF Clear "SUNSET TIME"	 Flag
im p * SS Return
SN:	 TAD =42011 Set Pointer For
DCA 10 "BATT 2 SST T ME 11 	Sto,
ims ST Go Store Time As SSTIME
DCA SF CleAr "SUNSET TIME"	 Flag
im p SU Continue
*SUBROUTINE TO STORE 
T
IME OR P,E.T.
ST:	 BSS 1 R(-.*tu!,ri	 Address
TAD Hi





ims U3 Store In Bank 2
TAD 11H41, Load
	 11H411	 In	 FPAC
DCA, 000;1
ims U 1 Store in Bank 2
im p * ST Retu"'n
SUBROUTINE TO OVERFLOW ORBIT COUNT
S y :	 BSS 1 Return Address
Isz H1 Add	 To	 First	 Tb.,, cA (-!	 Digits
TAD =-1 Adjus+*. Last Two	 Digits
DCA H2
im p * SY Return
SUBROUTINE TO
 SET UP BATT 1 1CMR RECORDING
IF:	 SSS I Ref.urn Address




AND =1000 Mask For, "HOLD"
SZA+CLA In HOLD?
im p * IF Yes,	 Return
TAD SR Get	 IISPII
AND =7702 Mask Out Old Flag
TAD =0001 Set Flag
DCA $R Redeposit "SRI'
im p * IF Ref.urn
SUBROUTINE TO SET UP BATT 2 1CMR RECORDING
IG:	 BSS 1 Return Address
TAD ci Get, BATT Flags
AND =1000 Mask	 For	 IIHOLDII
SZA+CLA in "HOLD"?
im p * IF Yes,	 Return
TAD SR Get	 "SRI'
AND =7701 Mask Out Old Flag
TAT) =0002 Set Flag
DCA SR Redeposit "SRI'
im p * IC Return 
^e**e
+APR	 (PRINT A LINE)
?	 *ROUTINE TO PRINT A LINE OF DATA ( CHA N NO.	 AND VALUE)
PR	 BSS 1 Return Address
CLA
TAD H1 Load Chan No,
CALL 018NDCD Convert To BCD
_	 CALL 0,\PTP Load	 First. Print, Call, (CCC)
CALL U,\CL Clear FPAG
CA LL 1 , \F'AD Put Results In FPAC
PAR H?
CALL O, FPECD Convert To BCD
TAD 0020 Gee. Sign Word
SMA+CLA Sign Nag.?
TAD =-1 No,	 Add -1
TAD =52b4 Add Spacing
CALL 0,\PTP Load Second Print Call. (,.±)
i	 TAD 00P0 Get First Word
f	 RTL Notate: Into Posi tio n
RTL
AND =77b0 Mask Out Sign
DCA DC Deposit, In to Tempors.t y Sto rage
TAD 0021 Got, 2nd Word
RTR
RTR Rotfratu	 into Position
RTR 1RTR
AND =0017 Mask Out Bits 0 -7
TAD DC Add in	 1st Word
CALL 01\PTP Load Third Print, Call (xxx)
TAD 002 1 Get 2nd Word
RTL
RTL Rotate Into Position
AND =7760 Mask Out Bits 8-11 $^
DCA DC Stove	 In	 11DC11 t
TAD 002E Grit	 3rd	 WordRTR fia
RTR Rotate Into Position
RTR
RTR
AND =001 7 Mask Out All But Bits 3-11'
TAD DC Add To " DO" #!
CALL Gall 
TAD OoR^^'P Get 	
^FduWordPt^i.rrt.
AND =0 377 Mask Out	 Bats 0--3
DCA DC Deposit	 In	 11DC11
`	 TAD' 0020 Add	 First: Word
AND =2000 Mask All But Exponent Signr	
SZA+CLA Plus? 1
TAD =0400 Yes Add 1 tTAD
-54o0 No,	 Add	 11




GALL U, \PTP Load Fifth Print Call
TAD =bOOa Add Space










O FT (FLAG TEST)
*ROUTINE TO TEST BATT. FLAGS
FT:	 BSS 1 Return Address
TAD 01 Get BATT Flags
AND =1000 Mask All But "BAIT DISCONNECTED" Flag
SZA+CLA DIsoonnected?
JMP* FT 'rtes,	 Return
TAD ell Get Flags
AND =0004 Mask Out All But Capacity
` Test Flag
SZA+CLA On?
JMP CT Yes, Go CaptgssG Branch
TAD C1 Get Flags
AND =1777 Mask Out	 11 1 . Uv	 RCHD' I 	Arid
"BPRC ACKLDG" Flags
DCA C1
TAD C1 Restore Flags
AND =0002 Mask Out All But "ORBIT
COMPLE'T'E"	 Flag
SZA+CLA On?
' im p OL Yes, Go Orbit QompL.. Branch
TAD C1 No, Restore Flags
AND =0001 Mask Out All But "NIGHT
COMPLE'T'E"	 Flag	 1
SZA+CLA On?
JMF NC Yes, Go ^1Li&11t
.
 Gomp,1^„ Branch
TAD Ct Restore Flags
AND =1777 Mask Out "BPRG ACKLDG" Flag
and 11 1 .0 V LIMIT REACHED" Flag
r	 DCA C1 Redeposit Flags
TAD C2 Get BATT No.
TAD = -1 Adjust
CALL 21 \MPY Multiply By 20
r	
PAR =D20
TAD =D13 Add	 1
DCA DC Store Results in "DC"
CALL 1,CLOSE Close "BPRC Acknowledge" Switchi	
PAR DC
JMS WA Go Wait
JM'P* FT' Return
`	 *SUBROUTINE FOR CAPTIST FLAGSET
CT:	 TAD TO Get "CAPTEST OVER" Flag
I	 SNA+CLA Set?




C1 Yes,	 Get Flags
]	 AND =20100 Mask All But 11 BPRC ACKLJG"
Flag
SZA+CLA Set?
JMP* FT Yes,	 Return
TAD C2 No,	 Get BATT No,
TAD =-1 Ad just
C	 17
CALL 2P \MPY Multiply By 20
PAR =D2O
TAD =D1'3 Add	 13
DCA DC Stole Results	 In 11DC11
CALL 11CLOSE Close 11 BPRC Acknowledged" Switch
PAR DC'
JMS WA Go Wait
' S TAD C 1
AND =5777 Mask Out "BPRC ACKLDG"
IF Flag"TAD =2000 Set "BPRC ACKLDG ►► Flag
DCA C1 Redeposi.t Flags
TAD =0200
DCA 10 Set,	 Pointer
k JMS 'D;3 Get 1st Part Of Scan Time
TAD =11711 Set Pointer Fo gy "E.O.C." Storage
I JMs IA Store it
TAD =0203 Set Pointer For Lase
DCA 10 Of Scan Time
JMS D1 Get:	 It
TAD =1177 Set	 Pointe ', 	For Last. Of
TAD I1 ► 'E.O.C."	 Storage
DCA 10
► ims U1 Store	 it, 	 !
' DCA TO Clear"CAPTEST COMPLETE" Flag
..AMP OK Go Complete Branch
*SUBROUTINE FOR ORBIT COMPLETE FLAG SET
OL TAD TP Get: "TYPE"	 Pointer
DCA H1 Store	 in "H1 ► r
TAD =-7 Set ►►
 H2"	 To -7
DCA H2
OY; TAD* H1 Get "Type" Indicator
SNA+CLA Is it Sot?
JMP OX No, Try Next One
TAD* H1
AND =0003 Mask All But BATT No.
CIA Compliment IL
TAD C2 Add Current BATT No.
SNA+CLA Same?
JMP* FT Yes,	 Return	 I
ISZ H1 Inurement	 "'H1 ► '
ISZ H'2 Increment "H?' ►
JMP OY TryNext'. Indicator
OX: TAD C2 Get "BATT No,	 j
TAD SF Add To "SSTIME" Flag
DCA SF Re-deposit As	 11 SSTIME 11 	Flag
OK_; TAU C2 Get BATT No
TAD =-1 Adjus ►.
CALL 2,\MPY Multiply By 20
PAR =D2O
TAD =D12 Add	 12
C	 1H
i
DCA DC Store in "DCtt
CALL 1 , CLOSE Close "Orbit, Complete Aokldgfl
Switch
PAR DC
JMS WA Go Gt}
JMS AC Go_Q 1e 1aLt.0 btu .. Data
*SET UP TYPE POINTERS
OG	 TAD C2 Get BATT No.
TAD =4000 Set Bit 0 And BATT No.
DCA CH Storage In CH
TAD C2 Get BATT No.
TAD =2000 Set Bit 1 And BATT No.
DCA FU Storage In FU
TAD C2 Get BATT No.
TAD =1000 Set. Bits 2 And BATT No,
DCA RA Dep.	 In RA.
*STORE TYPE INDICATORS
TAD TP Get "TYPE INDICATOR" Pointer
DCA H1 Storage In "H1"
TAD =.-7 Set n HP n To -7
DCA H2
OH:	 TAD* H1 Get "TYPE INDICATOR"
SNA+CLA Is It Loaded
JMP 01 Not Go Pill It
ISZ H2 Yes,	 Lest Type Ind.?
SKP No,	 Skip Next. Instruction
JMP OJ Yes, Get Out Of Routine
ISZ H1 Incrmnt. Type Ind,	 Address
JMP OH And Go Again
*FILL TYPE INDICATORS
01:	 TAD CH Get 1st Type Ind
DCA* H1 Store In. First Open Ind.
ISZ H1 Inermnt Address
TAD FU Get 2nd Type Ind.
DCA* H1 S1,0.	 In	 2nd	 Open	 Ind.
ISZ H1 Tnermnt Address
TAD RA Get Ord Type Ind.
DCA* H1 Sto In 3rd Open	 Trid .
OJ:	 JMS RS Go Rese t Storage
JMP* FT Return
*NIGHT COMPLETE ADKNOWLEDGE
NC:	 TAD C2 Get BATT No
TAD =-1 Adjust
CALL 21IMPY Multiply By 20
PAR, =D20
TAD =D14 Add	 1
DCA H1 Store In H1
CALL 1,CLOSE Close 't Nght; Complete Acknowledge"
Switch
PAR H1
J y S WA Go 'wait
r
C	 19
*ADD NIGHT CALCULATIONS HERE lF ANY ARE FOUTRED















































O ROUTINE, TO INITIATE SHUTDOWN DUE TO OUT OF L
I
MIT CONDITIONS
ER:	 BSS 1 Return Address
TAD C1 Get Flags
AND =1000 Mask All But "BATT DISCONNECTED" Flag
SZA+CLA Set*?
im pil ER Yes,	 Return
TAD 02 Got BATT No.
TAD =_1 Adjust,
CALL 2p\mpy Multiply By 5
PAR =5




DCA DC Deposit	 Address	 in	 11DC11
TAD Set Counter To
Get Faulty Chan. No.
Compliment Tt
Add Current Chan,, No
Agree?
Yes, Skip Erro v Routine




Yes, Get Starting Chan No.
Compliment It;
Add Current Chan, No.
Agree?
Yos I Go BATT Volt.
Branch
Set Room Temperature Chan. No.
Compli men f,




No, Get Starting Chan. No.
Add Last Cell Volt.
Compliment it
Add Current I-vror Chan,
Cell Error
Yes, Go ^Ct11_E=q r Ara rich
No, Get Starting Chat), No,









TAD	 17	 No, Get Starting Chan, No,
TAD	 =Dlb	 Add Last Mod. Temperature
Chan ,	 No.
CIA Compliment
TAD H1 Add Error Chan, No.
S".A+CLA More?
JMP EU Yes, Go ,ChmbW:,^Tmp^rature
!:ror Branch
TA D 16 Get No , ' O f Mods.
TAD = 1 Add	 1
TAD C4 Add Compliment Of Current Mod. No.
DCA DC Set "DC" To Current, Mod,	 No.
TAD C2
CALL 20 \MPY Ad just Switch Closure
PAR =D20 For BATT No.
TAD DC Add Mod.	 No.
i	 DCA DC Deposit In DC,
f	
C A14L 11CLOSE Close Switch For Mod.	 Error
PAR DC
JMS WA Go Wait
TEMPERATURE SHUTDOWN BRANCH
EU:	 TAD C2 Get BATT No,
CALL 2,\MPY
PAR =D20 Adjust Switch Closure
TAD =D8 Add No. For Temperature Out
Of Limit,
DCA DC Deposit Tn "DC"`





JMS WA Go Waist
ET:	 TAD C2 Get BAIT No.
CALL 2\MPY Adjust For Switch Closure
PAR =D20
`	 TAD =D1O Add No. For BATT Error
DCA DC Deposit In DC






ims HD Go.	 Print Header
JMS PR Go	 Print Error Line
im p * ER Return
*BATTERY VOLT OUT OF LIMIT BRANCH
EV:	 TAD C2 Get BATT No,
CALL 2, \MPY
PAR , =D20 Adjust For Switch Closure
TAD =b Add b For BATT Volt Error
DCA DC
CALL 1,CLOSE Close Switch	 I
PAR DC
ims WA Go Waft
imp ET Close Other Switches
C	 22
'r
*CELL VOLT OUT OF LIMIT BRANCH
EW: TAD C2 Get BATT No.
CALL 2t\MPY
PAR =D20 Adjust For Switch Closure
TAD =7 Add 7 For Cell Volt.	 Erroll
DCA DC
CALL 11CLOSE Close Switch
PAR DC
ims WA Go Yal
imp ET Go,	 Close Other Switches
*MODULE VOLT OUT OF LIMIT BRANCH
EX: TAD C2 Got BATT No.
CALL 21\MPY
PAR =D20 Adjust For Switch Closure
TAD C4 Add Module Not
TAD =6
DCA DC
CALL 11CLOSE Close Switch
PAR DC
ims WA Go 00-
im p ET
*ROOM TEMPERATURE OUT OF LIMIT BRANCH
EY: CALL 2, CLOSE Closer Switch For Temperature
Error BATT 1
PAR =D28
ims WA Go wait
CALL 21CLOSE Close Switch For Temperature
Error BATT 2
PAR =D48
ims WA Go Wait.
CALL 2, CLOSE Close Switch For System Shutdown
PAR =D10
ims WA Go Xaj^
HLT Halt
*RV REPLACE VALUE
*REPLACE OLD HIGHEST 1 LOWEST VALUE WITH CURRENT DATA
RV: BSS 1 Retv.on Address
ims RP Store Now Value
TAD =37
TAD 10




DCA 0020 Load Chan No.
ims U1 Store It
TAD =1000 Set Pointor For GATT Volt,
ims IB Get	 It:
TAD 01 Get Flags
AND =00211 Mask All But Captst Arid Recond
SZA+CLA Captest,	 Ors	 Recond.?
im p RW Yes	 Go Lo Storage
TAD C1 Got Flags
AND =00110 Mask All But, "DAY"	 Flag
SNA+CLA Day
im p RW No, Go Lo Store
TAD =0063 Set Pointer Fo v	 Hi Storage
ims IA Store Tt
im p * RV RoLurn
*LO STORE
RW: TAD =0263 Set Pointer For Lo Storage
ims IA Stotse	 It
im p * RV Return
C
*ROUTINE TO PRINT A STANDARD HEADER ON LINE PRINTER
HD:	 BSS i Return Address
CLA
JMS LF Go _PrjnL_A_jpt^j~n&_toq	 i^
ims LF Go	 ring --A _4paq.,ing Line
TAD =0200 Set Pointer For
DCA 10 Scan Time
JMS DI Got	 1st Word
TAD 0020
CALL OIBNBCD Convert To BCD
CALL 0?\PTP Load First Print:
ims D1 Get 2nd Word
TAD 0020
CALL OIBNBCD Convert To BCD
TAD =5000 Add Leading Period
CALL 0,\PTP Load Second Print Call
ims D1. Get 3rd Word
TAD 002.0
CALL OIBNBCD Convert To BCD
TAD =5000 Add Leading Period
CALL 01\PTP Load Third Print Call
JMS D1 Get,	 11th	 Word
TAD 0020
CALL OIBNBCD Convert; To BCD
TAD =5000 Add Leading Period
CALL 01\PTP Load
	 11thPrint Call
TAD C2 Got BATT No.
TAD -52110 Add 2 Leading Periods
CALL 01\PTP Load 5th P r int Call
TAD =5000
CALL 0,\PTP Load btb Prit)L Call And Print Line
ims LF Go Print A Line Of Dots
TAD =1200 Set Pointer
TAD 11 For BATT
DCA 10 P.E.T.
ims D1 Got	 1st Word
TAD 0020
CALL 0jBNBCD Convert To BCD
CALL Ot\PTP Load First Print Call
JMS DI Get 2nd Word
TAD 00,90
CALL OIBNBCD Convert, To BCD
RTL Rotate In'.-.o Position
RTL
TAD' =0012 Add Trailing Zero
CALL Ot\PTP Load Second P r int Call
TAD C1 Get BATT Flags
AND =00110 Mask All But Day Flag
SZA+CLA Night?
TAD =-I Yes,	 Add	 1
TAD =D12 Set Day Code
-7 N
TAD =5240 Add Leading Periods
CALL 01\PTP Load Third Print Call
ims D1 Got 3!,d Word
TAD 0020
CALL OjbNBCD Convert To BCD
TAD =')000 Add Leading Zero
CALL 01\PTP Load Fourth P rint; Call
ims Di Get, W"h Word
TAD 0020
CALL OIBNBCD Convert To BCD
TAD =5000 Add Leading Period
CALL 0,\PTP Load	 Fifth. Print; Call
TAD =5000 Add Period
CALL 01\PTP Load Sixth	 Pil int, Call.	 & Print line
1ims LF Go Print A Sp.^qi.ng	 1




NE TO PRINT A LINE OF PERIODS (LINE FEED)
LF: BSS 1 Return Address
TAD =-6 Set Counter To -6
DCA DC
LG: TAD =5252 Load	 A Periods
CALL 01\PTP Load Print Call
ISz DC Last Char'
im p LG No,	 Do	 Aga.in
im p * LF Yes,	 Return
SUBROUTINE TO TEST` ICMR REQUEST
IQ: 1003
IS: BSS I Return Address
TAD 0 11 Get	 11SR11
AND =0003 Mask All But ICMR Requests
AND C2 Mask For BATT No.
SZA+CLA Flag Set?
ims IR Yes,	 Go ' ICMR Record
im p * is Return
IR: B88 1 Re',u,-,n	 Address
CALL 01\CL Clear FPAC
CALL 21ICFOUT Record Data On ICMR
PAR H2
PAR IQ
im p * IR Return
C	 26
*WA (WAIT)
*SUBROUTINE TO WAIT ON SW-. CLOSURE
ENTRY	 WA
WA: BSS	 1	 Return Address
CLA
DCA	 DC	 Set Counter To Zero
Wl: ISZ	 DC	 Inermnt Counter, Is It Zeno
imp	 W1	 No, Do Again
JMP*	 WA	 Yes, Return
C
*TD (TEMPERATURE DATA SCAN)
*ROUTINE TO SCAN TEMPERATURE DATA
TD: BSS 1 Return Address
TAD 17 Get, S • a , Ling	 Chan	 No.
TAD =D141 Add	 141
DCA CH Store In Chan No.
TAD 16 Store Compliment
CIA Of No.	 Of
DCA C4 Modules	 In	 IICIIII
TAD =2
DCA FU Set Function Fo r OHMS
TAD =5
DCA RA Set Range To 100K OHMS
CALL 19VIDAR Initiate Acquisition
PAR CH
T6: TAD =-b Store -5
DCA C In	 VICII
T3: ISZ CH Increment Chan.	 No.
JM$ TV Go Get D to And Convert
ISZ C increment Meas.	 No.
im p T3 Do Again
ISZ C4 Last Measurement
im p T6 No, Do Again
CALL OIVRSLT Clear VRSLT Routine
CLA Clear Accumalator
TAD 17 Get Starting Address
TAD =D16b Set Scanner To First Chamber
Temperature
DCA CH Store	 In	 "CHI'
TAD =-4 set	 Counter II C4 II	 To	 -4
DCA Gil
CALL itVIDAR initialize Acquisition
PAR CH
T2: ISZ CH Increment Chan.	 No.
ims TV
ISZ C4 No,	 Last Chamber Temperature?
im p T2 No,	 Do	 Again
CALL 0,VRSLT Yes,	 Clear VRSLT Routine
CALL 01\CL Clear FPAC
CLA
im p * TD Return
TV: BSS 1
CALL OtVRSLT Get Results
DCA, H1 Store Channel No.
CALL J,VIDAR Initiate Acquisition
PAR CH
TAD 0020 Change Sign Of Data
AND =3777
DCA 0020
ims TX Go jeLLa_ Data _Within Limits





CALL 10\STO Store results	 Its `I'H2-N4"
z	 PAR N2
TAD SR Get Switch Register
SPA+CLA in Hold?
JMP TW Yes, Skip Limit Check
TAD =1400 Set Pointer To Temp
.''	 JMS IB Limit And Get it
'	 CALL 1, \ESB Subtract Results
PAR H2
TAD 0020 Get Sign Of Results
SPA+CLA Out Of Limit?
f	 JMs ER Yes, Go Error Routine
TW	 TAD C11 Get flags
i	 AND _0100 Mask All But Temperature
Print Request
SZA+CLA Print Requested
JMS PR Yes, Go Print A Line




y	 PROUTSNE TO CALCULATE ORBIT SUMMARY DATA
AC	 BSS 1 Ret:urra	 Address
G	 TAD =.120 11
JMS IB
TAD =1105
JMS IA Move SUNSET TIME Data






TAD =1200 Set Pointer For BATT	 P. E. T.
JMS R 1 Get It	 And Store "H2-H4"
TAD =110i Set Painter To
TAD 11 Store: Orbit No
DCA 10
TAD H2 Get First Word
DCA 0020
JMS U1 Store It
TAD H3 Get Second Word
D CA 0020 i`	
ims U 1 ^?t^is^	 ^t
TAD =110 2 Set Pointer To Get
TAD 11 Discharge Counter
DCA 10
JMS D1 Get It
TAD =1111 Set Pointer To Store
TAD I1 Discharge Counter
DCA 10
JMS U1 Store It
r	 TAD =032b Set Pointer To Get 60
DCA 10
JMS D3 Get	 If;




TAD =1036 Set Pointer To Get Summ.
	 "Ali
JMS R2 Get And Div. By 60
TAD =1112 Set Pointer To PPG WHO
JMS IA Store Results As PPG WHO
TAD =1041 Set Pointer For Summ
	
"B"
r	 JMS R2 Get it And Div, By 60TAD'. =1123 Set Pointer To BPRCr,W'H_
JMS IA Store Results As BPRC WH
TAD =1047 Set'. Pointer For Summ	 irD ► r






Sep. Pointer To BAATT^__AHp'
JMS	 IA	 Stare Results As BATT AHO
	 j






























































































Get. It And Div. By 60
Change Sign Of Results
Set Pointer* For BAT' WHO
Store Results As BATT^WHQ
Set. Pointer For Summ. 1 ► H11
Get: It And Store In 11 H2-H411
Test, Results For Zero
Set Pointer For Summ, "All
Get It .and Div. Summ, 11 H"
Set Pointer To PPG_E-FF
Store Results as PP—,CFF
Set Pointer For Summ. "D"
Get, Its Arid S t ore ""H2-H411
Go Test Results For Zero
Set Pointer For Summ. "F"t
Get It And Div, By Summ, I'D"
Change Sign of Data
Set Pointer To RF
Store Results As RF
SetPointer For Summ, 1"Gj1
Ge ts it Arid Store ` n t1H2-Hu
Tess; Resul :s For Zet o
Skit Potrit'er For Sumvi, 11Ei`11
Arid 01v . By Som.m	 11G11
Set Pointer To BATTEFF,.
Store Results As BATT EF'F .
SetPointer For Summ. 11H11
Get Tt Arid Sto r e "H2 -H411
Go Tes t', Resul ts For Zero
Set. Pointer For Summ. I
Get. It Arid Div, By Summ. 11 H11
Seta Pointer To CHRGG. EFF._
Store Results AS GHRG. EEF,;,
Set Pointer For Summ. 11C11
Store Results
Go Test results For Zero
Set- Pointer For Summ. "Al l
Get it Arid Div, By Summ, " 1 Ct1
Set PoJ,nter To R EG, EFF
Store Resu), t^ s As REG. EFF.
Se t
 Poa n ,'or For ^L ;.L 7'EN4P.
Temporary Storage
Get It
Set•, Pointer To 'GATT TEMP..
Prin { Storage
Store Data As BATT TEMP„























Store Data As CH)jQ&._LgMU
Set Pointer Fo y RE
Temporary Storage
G et T t
Se t, Pointer To REG. TEMP.
P 1 "int Storage
Store Data As
Set Pointer For HT C^kL_XQ.IAII.
Temporary Storage
Get, It






Set Pointer To HI CELL CHAN.
No, Print Storage
Store It"





I ► H2-H4 ► 1
Convert No, Of Cells To
Flt. Point


















































Load BATT V into FPAC
Divide By No. Of Cells
Set Pointer To	 VQLq:.
Store Results in AKr ,. HI
f,JqLtL,VOLT.



















JMS	 D1	 Get It






ims U I Store	 Tit,
TAP =0263 Set Pointer Foi l LO BATT
VOLT. Tempo rary Storage
ims R2 GeL Tt And Div, By No,	 Of Cells
TAD =115$ Set Pointe:,
 To AVE ,_ ^1	 144Q_	 4Q
XQLX—, Print Storage
ims TA Sto re Tf
im p * AC R e t u r ti,
RI: BSS I
ims I B Get Data From Batik 2





im p * R Return
R2: BSS 1
ims IB Get Data From Batik 2
CAL' 1j\FDV Divide It By "All
PAR A
im p * R2 Return
R3: BSS 1
ims 1B Get Data Fvom Batik 2
CALL 11\FDV DividTt By II H2-0 11	 Data
PAR Pl?
im p * K Return
R4: BSS
ims IB Get Data From Batik 2
CALL 1j\FSB Subtract II H2-0 11 Data From it
PAR H2
im p * R4 Re^,Urn
R t) BSS 1 Return Address
INCA 10 Set	 poinf-01,
ims D3 Get Data
CALL 11\FMP Divide	 By	 11H2-H411
PAR H2
CALL 1p\STO Store	 Results	 It)	 11HP.-H411
PAR H2
CALL 1;\FAD Restove Results In FPAG
PAR H2
im p * R5 Return
TEST FOR ZERO DATA
NZ: BSS 1 Return Address
TAD H2 Get MSB
SNA Is it Zero?
TAD =2014 Yes,	 Add	 1
DCA' Ha Redepozit, in H2
im p * NZ Re t ui, r i
M VD (SCAN VOLTAGE DATA)
ROUTINE TO SCAN VOLTAGE DATA ON CELLS AND MODULES
VD:	 BSS 1 Return A d d.11 e ss
TAD 17 Set, Up
TAD =1 Star#*,ing
DCA CH Channel No







A Set "C1 11 	To Neg.




-S(4t,	 ►► C ►► 	 To	 Neg.	 No.	 Of	 Modulets
DCA Cil
TAD C1 Get BATTFlags
AND =0004 Mask Out All But, 1 ► CAPTEST ►► 	Flag
SZA+CLA captest?
imp VC Yes,	 Go	 T	 1`k-anchLe 4t.-11 UPTEST 11
TAD C1 Get BATS'
AND =00110 Mask Out A l l	 But "DAY"	 F1,ijs
SNA+CLA Day?
im p VN No, Go N;Eff"_Lts 4 , Branch;L
DAY LIMIT CHECK
TAD =1414 Set Pointer To Co-11 Hi Limit
ims IB Get;	 it




CALL 11VIDAR ird tialize Acquisition
PAR CH
V1:	 ISZ CH Increment Chan,
	 No.
CALL 0jVRSLT
DCA Hi Store	 Chan	 No.	 in	 O H
 
111
CALL 11VIDAR Inif., .al ize	 Acquisition
PAR CH
CALL 1	 \STO Store	 Data	 in	 111i2-H4 ►►
PAR H2
TAD SR ,-jet Switch	 Reg.	 St.orage
SPA+CLA "HOLD" On?imp
V2 Yes,	 Go Pvint Check Branch
CALL 1 1 \ FA D Put Limit ValueTTFPAC
PAR A
CALL' 1;\FSB Subtract Data
PAR H2
TAD 0020 Get Sign Of Result
SPA+CLA Out Of Limit?
ims ER Yes,	 Go Lrj,,.,qr Check Branch
TAD =0041 Set Pointer T—or HT CELLVOLT.
Temporary Storage
ims IB Get Curent Hi
•
C	 34
CALL 1,\FSB Subtract Current. Cell Volt.
`x PAR H2
` TAD 0020 Graf, Sig n O f Result,
SPA+CLA New Hi,sher
JMS RV Yes,	 Go Re^i^^ice^,EiCtAll
	,	 i_Volt
V2: TAD C1 Get. Flags




JMS PR Yes,	 Gorint,._I?^t';,
JMS IS G o 	`^st^it^.^MR
ISZ C=3 Last; Cell
JMP V1 No,	 Do Again
TAD =D135 Yes,	 Se t. Chan.
	 No To
f TAD 17 First.. Mod.	 Vol,.
ACA CH
CALL O,V'KSLT Clr.	 VRSLT RoutJ.ne
TAD =5 Set Range For Module Volt.
DCA RA
VH: CALL 1 , VIDAR Initialize Aoqu:iasi. t iori
PAR CH




CALL 1 , VIDAR Initialize Acquisition
PAR CH
CALL, 1 , \Sn Storer	 Data	 In	 11H2-H411
PAR H2
TAD C1 Get: BATT Flags
AND =0200 Mask All But "PRINT" Request
r SZA+CLA Print Requested?
JMS PR Yes,	 Go Prin t Data
JMS IS Go Test. For ICMR.
ISZ C4 Last Modulo?
JMP V3 No,	 Do Again
CALL 01 VRSLT Clv. 	 VRSLT Rou tine
CLA Clear accum.
CALL 01\CL Clear FPAC
JMP* VD Return
*PROGRAM BRANCH FOR CAPTST
VC: TAD C1 Get Flags
AND =2000 Mash All But "BPRC
ACKLDG er
' SZA+CLA "BPRC ACKLDG"'?
JMP Vu Yes, Go Check "RECONDITIONING"
TAD C1 Get',	 Flags
AND X0010 Mask All But; 11 BPRC LIMIT"
SZA+CLA "BPRC LIMIT"?
JMP V5 Yes,	 Go Set. '"CAPTEST OVER"
Flag
TAD C1 Get',.	 BAIT Flags
C
SPA+CLA 1.UV Limit Reached? 1
im p VN Yes,	 Go Se t. low Limit
TAD _" 14411 No,	 Set Pointer For	 1, OV Limit"
TAD 11
DCA 10
VG:	 JMS D3 Get,	 It
CALL 1, \STC StoWc Limi t:	 In A
PAR A 4
CALL 1 , VIDAR  t ializ^	 Acquisitionin-,
PAR CH
V$;	 ISZ CH Increment Chan. No.
i	 CALL 0 7VRSL7.'
DCA H1
CALL 11VIDAR Initialize Acquisition
j	 PAR.. CH
CALL 1 , \STO Stooe Data	 in	 11 H2-H4 J1 t
PAR H2
TAD SR Ge t;, Switch	 Reg.	 Storage
SPA+CLA In "HOLD""  ^t,
im p V9 Yes,	 Go Print Check:
CALL 1 , \FAD Put Data in FPAC
► 	 PAR H2
CALL 1,\FSB Subtract. Limit
► .	 PAR A
TAD 0020 Get Sign Of Results t',
SPA+CLA Under Limit
JMS CE Yes, Go " C APTEST" _,Erro #
TAD =0241 Set Pointe:, For L_OWE S7'_C ELL
VOLT, Storage 1
JMS IB Get	 it
CALL 1 , \FSB Subt;ract..	 Data
PAR H
TAD OO20 Get	 Result, Sign i
SMA+CLA New Data Lower?
JMS RV Yes,	 Go Replace'.
V9:	 TAD C1 Get BATT F lags
AND =0200 Mask All But "PRINT" Flag
.	 SZA+CLA Print: Requested
JMS PR. Yes, Go Print a	 f
JMS TS Go Test For_ ICMR
iSZ C3 La;s F. Chan? ►
JMP V3 No, Do Again
TAD, =D13b Set: Starting Chin, To First
TAD 17 Module Voltage
DCA CH
CALL U,VRSLT Clr,	 VRSLT Routine t'.
TAD -5
DCA RA Set Range I
TAD C1
AND = 0004 Get BATT Flags
SPA+C'LA is	 1 ► CAPTEST 1 '	 On I
' C	 16
imp VA Yes,	 Go "CAPTEST" Mod Volt Check
im p VH Go Maki L, 	 Branch
VB: TAD T 
DCA 10
ims D3 Got It
CALL 11\STQ S t or o Ltmit In A
PAR A
CALL 11VIDAR Initialize Acquisition
PAR CH
VE: ISZ CH Tnovement Chan. No.
CALL 01VRSLT
DCA H 1
CALL 11VIDAR Inl':.i,alize, 	 Acquisition
PAR CH
CALL !,\$TO Store Data in "H241111
PAR H2
TAD $R Got Switch Reg.	 Storage
SZA+CLA Tn Hold?
im p VF Yes,	 Go Check Print-. Request
CALL 11\FAD Load Data	 1ri f,'-o	 FPAC
PAP H2
CALL ll\FSB Subtract. Limit
PAR A
TAD 0020 00	 Sign Of Results
SMA+CLA Below	 Limit-.
im p VF Not	 00	 Branch
ims HD Yes,	 Go_Etin"	 Hqltider
ims rTt Go	 Print	 E L, i: ,^.,	—Dat 1:1
VFt CLA
TAD C1 Get Flags
AND 0,210 0 Mask All But Printo Request
SZA+CLA Print. Fequosted?
ims PR Yes,  G o Lo Ln
ims is Go Test; For ICMF
IsZ C11 Last Module?
im p VE No,	 Do Again
CALL 01VRSLT Clear VRSLT Routine
CLA
CALL 01\CL
im p * VD Retu-,,n
*CAPTST ON, 13 CAPTST OVER ?
VA: TAD C1 Get BATT,	 Flags
AND. =2000 Mask Out All But IIBPRC
Acknowledged" Flag
SZA+CLA BPRG Acknowledged?
im p VH Yes,	 Go Mod,	 Volt.	 Branch
High Limit
TAD =11111 Adjust Pointer For Low Limit
im p VB Return
*NIGHT LIM CHECK





JMP VG Go Test Branch
*RECOND CHECK
Me	 TAD C1 Gel. BATT Flags
AND =0020 Mask All But Recond
SNA+CLA Recond, On?
JMP VN No, Go Nigh. LLmit Branch
TAD =1425 Yes, Set Pointer For
TAD 11 Recond .	 Limit
DCA 10
JMP VG Go Test Branch
V5;	 TAD =1
DCA TO Set, "Captest Over"	 Flag
JMP V4 Go Night Check Branch
*CAPTST OR NIGHT VOLT OUT OF LIMIT
CE;	 BSS 1 Return Address
TAD C1 Get BATT Flags
AND =0004 Mask All But "CAPTEST"
SNA+CLA On?
JMP CY No,	 Go Normal. Error Branch
TAD C1 Get Flags^
SPA+CLA 111.0V	 RCHD' I	Flag Set?
JMP CY Yes,	 Go Normal Err or Branch
*USING	 1.0 V LIM,	 BUT NOT RCHD BEFORE
TAD C2 No,	 Get BATT No.	 j
TAD =-1 Adjust	 1
CALL 2,\MPY Multiply By 5
PAR =5
TAD FP Add Faulty Chary Pointer
DCA DC Deposit In "DCn
TAD =-5 Set, "TE"	 To -y
DCA TE
CZ	 TAD* DC Get Faulty Chan.	 No.
CIA Compliment
TAD H1 Add	 Current Chan,	 No.
SNA+CLA Agree
JMF* CE -Yes,	 Y:?turn
TSZ DC No,	 Increment Faulty Chan Addr.
ISZ TE Last Faulty Chan.
	
-
JMP C2 No,	 Do Again
TAD C1 Get Flags
AND , =3777 Mask Out 11 1.0V REACHED"	 Flag
TAD =4000 Set 11 1.0V REACHED"	 Flag
DCA C1 Redeposit Flags
JMS HD Go Tvoe Header
JMS PR Go Print Data
CALL 0,\CL C ear FPAC
CALL 1,\FAD Load Data Into FPAC
PAR H2







TAD =0325 Set Pointer To Got FIt.	 Pt.	 60
DCA 10
ims D3 Get I t
CALL 1j\STO Store In	 ' I H2-H4"
PAR H2
TAD Hi Store	 Chan	 No.	 in	 IIDC1I
DCA DC
TAD =DP,88 Put PA in V11
DCA Hi
TAD =1047 Set	 Pointer Fo ,,
 Summa	 I'D"
ims R3 Get it Arid	 Div.	 By 60
CALL lt\$TO Store Results 
-In "H?-H41;
PAR H2
ims PR Go Print Data
TAD =D999 Put q 99 in H1
DCA Hi 
TAD =0325 Set Pointer For Flt,	 Pt,	 60
DCA 10
ims D3 Get It




TAD =1052 Set Pointer For Summ,	 "Ell
ims R3 Get	 it	 Arid	 Div.	 By 60
TAD 0020 Mange Sign Of Result
TAD =4000
DCA 0020
CALL 1j\STO store	 Results	 in	 11H2 -H1111
PAR H2
ims PR Go Print, 









II H1 1I	 To	 Chan	 No.
DCA H1
TAD =1422 Set pointer Fat*
	 Lim,
ims IB
CALL 1,\STO Stogie 	 1 t	 Ire 	 All
PAR A
im p * CE Return
1,0 V LIMIT NOT IN USE 
CY:	 JMS` ER Go Error	 Rout 1, rie
im p * CE Retu.-,ri
C
*BANK SET UP AND TRANSFER ROUTINE
EB: BSS	 1	 Temporary Storage
ED: BSS	 1	 Temporary Storage
*TRANSFER 3 WORDS FROM BANK 1 TO BANK 2 STO
U3: BSS	 1	 Return Address
CLA
TAD	 =0020	 Set "ED P' To Loc 0020
DCA	 ED
TAD	 =-3	 Sat'. "EB" To -3
DCA	 EB




ISZ	 ED	 Increment- Data Location
ISZ	 EB	 Last Word
JMP	 N3	 No, Do Again
JMP*	 U3	 Return




D3	 BSS	 1	 Return Address
CLA
TAD	 =0020
	 Load "ED" With Loc 00^?0
DCA	 ED





TAD*	 10	 Load Indirect Through 0010
6211
DCA*	 ED	 Store indirect Through "ED"
T_SZ	 ED	 Increment Storage Location
ISZ	 EB	 Last Word
JMP	 N4	 No, Go Again
JMP*	 D3	 Return
*TRANSFER 1 WORD FROM BANK 1 TO BANK 2 STO
ENTRY	 U1
U1; BSS	 1	 Return Address
CLA
TAD	 0020	 Load From Loc 0020
6221
DCA*	 10	 Sure indirect Though 00 10
6211
JMP*	 U1	 Return
*TRANSFER 1_WORD FROM BANK 2 TO BANK 1 FPAC
ENTRY	 D1
Dl: BSS	 1	 Return Address
CLA
6221
TAD*	 10	 Load indirect Through 0010
6211
DCA	 0020	 Store in Loc 0020
iP
JMP*	 D1
OD ( SCAN AND CONVER T ORBIT DATA)
OD:	 BSS 1 Return Address




=1 Set Func tion
DCA FU To Volts
TAD 17 Store Starting
^ DCA CH Address in "C"
CALL 11VZDAR initiate Acquisition
PAR CH
CALL 0, VRSLT Get, Resul ts
DCA HI Store	 Chan.	 No.	 In ,1H1"
TAD =1000 Set Pointer For "BATT VOLT"
Storage
JMS IA Store It In Bank 2
CALL 1,\STO Load Data Into FPAC
PAR H2
TAD C1 Get Flags
AND =1000 Mask All But", " BATT DISCONNECT"
SPA+CLA Is it On?
" JMP OF Yes, Skip Calculations
TAD SR Get'.	 "SR""
! SPA+CLA "HOLD"	 Scat?
JMP OF Yes Skip Calculations
TAD C1 Get: Flags
AND =00014 Mask All But Cap4.st,
SZA +CLA In	 captst,.?
im p OM Yes Go Captst,.	 Branch
TAD C1 Get. Flags
r AND =0040 Mask All But Day
SNA+CLA Night?
JMP OE Yes Go Night Check
TAD =1403 Set. Pointer For
"BATT,	 VOLT> Hr LIMIT
r JMS R4 Get. It	 Arid Sub.	 Cum.	 Value
TAD 0020 Get Sign Of Results
SPA+CLA Over Limit?
JMS ER Yes, Go Error
CALL 0,\CL Clear FPAC
4 JMS R4 Sub. Curr, Data
TAD 0020 Get, Sign Of Results
S'PA+CLA HIghezy
JMS ` RP Yes, Go Replace	 x
OF:	 TAD 17 Set Chan. To Next Data
TAD =D17$
r DCA CH_
TAD =4 Set	 Range;
DCA RA
















































































$at, Pointe , To Maas. 173 Storage
Store It
Increment Chat). No.
Go Check For Print And
Get New Data
Set Pointer For Conversion
Factor (15)
Go jjulAtpjy By Data
Set. Pointer To Meas. 179 Storage
Store It
Increment Chan, No.
Go Check For P r in t'. Arid
Get New Data
Set Pointer For Conversion
Factor (11)
Go multia y $Y-Dai'n
Set Pointer To MQas, 180 Storage
Store it
!tic.o -pinent Chan. No
Change 1DVM Range
Go Check For PH.rit And
w
Load Data into FPAC
Set Pointer For Maas. 191 Storage
Sto , e Tt
Increment Chan, No.
Change 1DVM Range
Go Check For Print Arid
dc^ T - N-ew -,D-a- C - --- - ---
Restore Data -In  —
a
FPAC





Go Check For Print And
Get New -Data
Set Pointer For Conversion
Factor (500)
Multiply By Data






























































Go Check _far Zri.nt. And
Get: New Data_




Set Pointer To Meas. 184 Storage
Get, it
Increment Chan, No.
Go Check For Print A rid
G c^r^ New	 a
Set Pointer For Conversion
Fa--tor (40)
Multiply By Data
Set Pointer To Muas, 18b Storage
Store It
increment Chan. No.
Go Check For Print , And
^det New Data
Set, Poa,nt rr -Fnt —Conversion
Factor, (15)
Multiply By Data
Set. Pointer To Meas, 186 Storage
Store It
increment Chan. No.
Go Cheek For Ptiint And
Get ~New ^Data
Go Convt-,•t To Temperature
Store Result In "H2- H411
Set Pointer For Currents Hi Temp.
Ge t. it




Go Check For _Print. Arid
Get -New 'Da` a --
Go Genv_e r t _T o Tem erature
.Store Results In "H2-H141'
Set Pointer For Highest Reg. Temp,
Get It
Sub, Curt, . Temperature
Get It Arid Sub. Curr, . Temp.












kTAD Zb Change IDVM Range
DCA RA
ims PC Go Qh^,,q^jjLov Pijint_AQd_
at"-_N	 _Eepj^ i_l Ilk:





AND =3777 Change Sign Of Fesul^s
DCA 0020
ims TX Go xt- L, -icy. A)a t 1-1 AL
CALL 111NTL1 Convert To Degrr.se^
► AND THERMO
CALL 11\STO Sto,., ,, Q	 in	 "H22-H411
PAR H2
TAD =1077 Set. Pointe r 	Tc Highest BATT.
Temperature
ims R4 Get	 it	 Arid Sub,	 Curr.	 Results
TAD 0020 Get Sign Of Results
SPA+CLA N (-), w	 Hi?
ims RP Yes, Go RqRq^qA-e^
JMS PC
CALL 0 1 \c1'
TAD SR Gqt Switch Reg.	 Storage
SPA+CLA Hold On?
im p OD Yes,	 Return
TAD =1006 Set Pointer For Meas.	 179 Storage
ims R1 Get it And Stor e "'H24 4"
ims D3 Get Meas.	 180 Data
CALL lv\FMP Multiply By Meas.	 179
PAR H2
CALL 1,\STO Store	 Results	 In	 IIHI*24411
PAR H2
TAD =1036 Set Pointer For Summ.	 It All
ims IB Get It
CALL lt\FAD Add New Results To It
PAR H2
ims RY Reset PointeV And Store
TAD =1014 Set Pointer For Meas.
	 181
ims R1 Get	 it	 Arid	 Stove	 "H21-H11"
ims D3 Get Meas 182 Data
CALL 1?\FMP Multiply By Meas,	 181
PAR, H2
CALL 1,\STO Store Results in "H2-H41'
PAR H2
TAD =1041 Set	 Pointer Fovi Summ.	 BDII
ims 1B Get It
CALL 11\FAD Add New Results To It
PAR H2
JMS RY Reset Pointer And Store
TAD =1000 Set Pointer For Meas.	 000
JMS iB et itG
C	 4 5
CALL 1 1 \STO Store	 In	 '#A,'
p AR A
ims D3 Get Meas.	 178 Data
CALL lI\FMP Multiply By Meas. 000
PAR A
CALL 11\STO Store	 Results	 In	 11112-1011
PAR H2
TAD =1044 Set Pointer For Summ.	 "C"
ims IB Gets it
CALL 11\FAD Add New Results To Tt
PAR H2
ims RY
TAD 01 Get BATT Flags
AND =0040 Mask All But, Dray Flag
SNA+CLA Night?
im p NI Yes,	 Go Night Branch
TAD ci Get BATT Flags
AND =0004 Mask All But "CAPTEST"
SZA+CLA Captesf;?
JMP NT Yes,	 Go Wight Branch
TAD 1 O n 3F-. r- Se t1.	 Pointer For Meas.
	 181











JIMS D3 Go Get It
CALL 11\FAD Add Curvont Data To it
PAP H2
ims Py Go Reset, PointtAj And
	
LoL^!t-_5
TAD =1022 Set Pointer For Meas,	 193
ims !B Get It
CALL 11\FMP Multiply By Meas. 000
PAR A
CALL 1j\STO Store Results	 in	 IIH2-HW1
PAR H2
TAD =1060 Set,	 Pointer	 Fo r 	Summ,	 11GII
ims IB Get	 li-,
CALL 1j\FAD Add Current Results To It
PAR H2
ims RY Go Reset. Pointer And Store
TAD =1025 Set Pointer
iMS' R1
ims D3 Get Meas.
	 185
CALL 1,\FMP Multiply By Meas.	 184
PAR H2
CALL 1j\STO Store	 Results	 in	 IIH2-H111I
6
PAR	 H2
TAD	 1 Obi	 Set Pointer For $ ,omm. 11HII
ims	 IB	 Go Get it




J'1S ' 'Y (I.)	 p ^^ ,, ,t	 Poi fli,tw	 Ar ► r1 to "'M} .,r1
	 Fo t,	 Molis fi
tr	 J:1^^! 7 ^ N  t 	 ^ k,
F`.	 CALL 1,\FMP Multipl y By Mews, 000
PAR A
f	 CALL 1,\ST0 Store Results In ""H244"
PAR H2
TAD z1066 Set Pointe' For Summ, It Tit
JMS IB Get It
CALL 1,\FAD Add New Results To It
E	 PAR H2
JMs RY Go Reset Pointe.; ,-And -St.o ?e
C	 *NIGHT SUMMATIONS
NI;	 TAD =1102 Set Pointer For Diso, Counter
TAD 11
DCA 10
JMS D1 cut	 I"-
TAD 0020





JIM S U1 3L0.), :	 r
TAD =1022 Scat; Pointe!, For Meas. 183
JMS R1 Gee,	 It	 Arid	 Store	 "1HP-01"
TAD =10u7 SfitPo^ nt:er	 For ;Summ, 11D""
JMS rB Get Tr,
CALL 11\F'AD Add New Meas.	 133 To it
PAR H2
JMS RY Go Reset, Pointer And-Store
-CALL 0, \CL C^>3:i'r^^t
CALL 12\FAD Load FPAC With Mews, 13.4
PAR H2
CALL 1,\FMP Multiply By Mess.	 000
PAR A
CALL 1, \STO store Results it) "H2-H4"4"
PAR H2
TAD -_1052 Set Pointer For Summ. "E ► '
JMS IB Gef;	 It
CALL 11\FAD Add New Results to it
PAR H2
JMS RY Go P.esr„-Ponte^ And _Spar
--	 -	 ---
JMP* OD
*SUBROUTINE TO REPLACE NEW HIGHEST
RP:	 BSS 1, Return Address






0 \CL	 Clear FPAC	 ,	 t,
I:'WP. QU'AT ITY
C 47
CALL 11 \FAD Load Da f a Tn o FFAC
PAR H2
ims u Stooe Data
imp* RP R e t	 n
*TEST FOR LOWEST BATTERY M0'
OE:	 TAD --0200 $ef 
'
Pointer Fa.* Low est, BA71',	 Volt.
ims is Get it
Aw	 CALL 1j\F$B SubtrAcIf, (Im.-vent. Vol i.ago
PAR H2
TA 1) 0020 Get; Sign Of Fm.su.Its
SMA+CLA New Lo?
JIMS RP Yea,	 Go Replioe
im p OF Cont	 grinue Proam
*PRINT CHECK AND NEXT %CHAN ACQUISITION
PC:	 BSS 1 Feturn Address
TAT) 01 Get BATT FIns




CALL 01\CL Clear FPAG
CALL 1,VrDAP Tn'ti,-ats?	 Anauisi^f.on
► 	 PAP CH
CALL 0,VRSLT G eA f,	 Da ',s
DCA Hi
CALL ls\STO Store	 Dat.0	 in	 11HP-HIJ11
PAR H2
JMIP* PC Return
# SUBROUTINE FOR TEMP C*)NVEPS TnN FP011 VOLTS
TC:	 BSS 1 Pelurn	 Add,",^,-ss
TAP =0300 Slit,	 Pointe ll	 Vor	 Limit.
r Faotov	 (0-5)
DCA 10
ims D ^ Go —Ge t 1t:





CALL 11\FSB Subtract Fesul ts
PAR H2
TAD 0020 Get Sign Of F2sults
SPA+CLA 50 1I o w Ll ml
JMP' TU No.	 Corlt 4 nue test
CALL 01\CL Yes,	 Clea.o FPAC
CALL 1,\FAD
PAR A
CALL 1,\STO Stove 14-ew value
PAR H 2
TU:	 TAD =0311 SeL	 Poi n t.eik
 For Conversion
DCA 10 Factor	 (10.0)
ims D Go Get it
CALL 11\FSB Subtract Da 'a
C 48
PAR H2
CALL 1 j\ST0 Store Results Tn "A"
P A R A






CALL 1 \FMP Multiply By Pasults
PAR A
CALL 1	 \FI)V Divido By Dala
PAR H2
ims TX
CALL 1, INTLI Convert To Degroes
AND THEPMO
im p * TC P e f, u V n
TX:	 SSS I PP.uv.vn	 Addre-ss
CALL Ij\ST0 Sto:le	 v-esis t anco	 Eqtdvalbent
PAP H2 Tn	 IIH2-H1III
CLA
TAD --24 jb Potntov To Hi.
i. D CA 1 0 1 1 abl , ,^ 	L-I'm1 f,	 I
JMS DI Go
	
Gri t, 	i t.
CALL 1j\FSB Sub^!,:jct	 J'(imp.	 rquiv,
PAR fia
TAD 0020 Out	 Of. L'I mif.?
SMA+CLA
im p TZ Yes,	 Go	 P`Iplqce
TAD =24)31 Sef-	 PO 4A 7)	 Lo	 L f m i
DCA
X4S D3 Go Qgjt-
CALL 1)\FSB Subfraot dtifn
PAR H2
TAD 20
SPA+CLA Out Of Limit
im p TZ Yes, 00 A4iU;I—`- Branch
TAD HI No,	 Test For Over,rang e
SPA+CLA Oveprange?
im p TZ Yes,	 Go Adj^jsL. Branch
CALL 01\CL Clear FPAG
CALL jj\FAD Restore Da +,a	 in	 'PAC.
PAR H2
im p *' Tx
TZ #.	 CALL ot\cl, Cleat, FPAC




OM:	 TAD C1 Get Flags
AND =2000 Mask All But BPFC Ackrildgd
SNA+CLA Captst Over?




TAD = 1 L1 0b Set Pointer For Captst,
DCA 10 BATT,	 V.	 Limit
ims D3 Get	 It,
CALL 1j\FSB Subtract Current Value
PAR H2
TAD 0020 Get Sign Of Results
SMA+CLA Under Limit
1 %11 P OE No,
	 Go Low ,_k.,Ujaqq Branch
ims HD Go Print Header
ims PR Go Prin
im p OE Go RRT^12.e Branch
RY:	 BSS 1





im p * RY
0 IT ( ITERATE TAPE)
0 SUROUTINE TO WRITE TIME AND ORBIT DATA ON ICMR
ML: 0200
MM: 0300
.	 MN: 0502IK: BSS 1
IT: BSS 1
TAD =0077
CALL 0, \ImR Writ-,e	 Record	 Star'-. Chat.,,
TAD 02 {
CALL 0,\imR Write BATT No.
'PAD =0200 Set,	 Pointer	 Fo y,	'I-0,Y. 
v JM5 IV Go	 Wri t oe	 T.O.Y,
TAD 11
TAD =1200 Sets Pointer, For BATT P.E.T,
JMs IV Go Wri te 	 P .E.T.
TAD G 1 ^BATTGet	 Flags
RTR
RTR Rotate Into Position
► R: R
AND =0077 Mask
CALL 01 \ IMR Write Flag Bits 0 - ^
TAD C1 Gnat°. BATT Flags
AND =0077 M^isk
CALL 01 \ I'MR Write	 Flag	 Bi t's	 6 - 11
TAD SR Get "SR"
RTR
RTR Rotate into Position
RTR
AND =0077 Mask	 a
CALL, 0,\IMR Write " SR"	 Bits 0-^
TAD 11 Set, Pointer For Orbit Data
TAD =1000
DCA 10
TAD _ -D10 Set,	 nIKII	 to	 -10
DCA IK
WRITE ORBIT DATA
y	 IW: JMS D3 Get Data Poin*a,
CALL 2 t !CFOUT Outputs	 Data	 n	 Flt.	 Pt,
PAR. 0020
PAR IQ
ISZ IK Last Data?
r JMP IW No,	 Go	 Again
TAD _--3 Set-,	 "TKn	 To	-3 
DCA IK
TAD 11
TAD =1071 Sett Pointer For Orbit Temps
DCA 10
WRITE ORBIT TEMPS




CALL 2, T CFOUT Output Trl
PAR 0020
PAR MN
ISz IK List Temp?
im p Ix No,	 Do	 Again
im p * IT Re f-u' n
SUBROUTINE TO WRITE TIME OR	 P.E.T.
IV:	 BSS 1
DCA 10
ims DI Go	 L.	 V,'j t'. -1—Ge
CALL 2tICTOUT Output.	 Fir$ 4.	 I	 P .Si f',s
PAR 0020
PAR mm
TAD =- ' j S(..t,	 II TK II	 To
DCA l.K
T U:	 JMS Dl 00
CALL 2slCIOUT Output.	 '21	Dig%-,ts
PAR 0020
PAR ML
ISz IK Lost	 Digi'l-'9.
im p lu No,	 Do	 Again
im p * IV Petul-r)
52
OTT (TYPE)
*ROUTINE TO TYPE ORBIT OR CAPTEST DATA ON TTY
DD: BSS 1 Temporary Storage
TS: BSS 1 Type Poin t er Stovage
12: BSS 1 Pointer Storage
Ml: 0200 Fermat. XX
M3: 0500 Format XXXXX
M4: 0503 Format XXX.X
M5: 0601 Format XXXX.X
M7: 0703 Format XXX.XXX
M8: 1003 Format XXXX.XXX
M9: 1100 Format XXXXXXXX.
MA: 1101 Foilmat XXXXXXX.X
MB: 1103 Format XXXXX.XXX
MC: 1201 Format XXXXXXXX,X
ENTRY TY
TY: BSS 1 Re t*, ,u ,, n	 Add.-,css








DCA TS Store In TS
ISz TY Set, Up Return Address
TAD* TS Got Type Tridicator
AND =0001 *Mask All But BATT	 1 Flag
SZA+CLA BATT 1?
im p TV Yes,	 Go	 Set.	 Polnf.ers
TAD =3000 BATT 2,	 Set	 Poin f e ,.,,	 To
BATT Storage
DCA 12,
TA:	 TAD* TS Get Type indicator Again
SPA Bit,	 0	 Set;
im p TB Yes, Go Type First UnQ
AND =2000 Mask All But Bit 1
SZA+CLA Second Line?
im p TC Yes, Go !me second _4i ne
*TYPS LINE
TAD Z06111 Set Pointer To Ge t; Third
Line Header
DCA 10
i M S TD Go
CLA
CALL 0,\TTO Carr.	 Return/Line Feed
TAD =1160 Set Pointer	 Fo s, CIJGR EFF
TA 1) T P
4
JMS ZE Go Test For' Zero
JMS ZA Go Zest Fov Ovevsize
CALL R,FOUT Convert	 Arid	 Type	 it,
PAR 002()
PAR M4
CALL OID3 Get CHRG_IIMP_
CALL 21FOUT Convert And Type it
PAR 0020
PAR MC
CALL C), D3 Get RECD EFF
JMS ZE Go T7e,-;.*Td J
JMS ZA Go Test For Oversize
CALL P.IFOUT Convert	 And	 Typ ,.-	 it-,
PAR 0020
PAR MB
CALL 0,I)i Get RE G TEMP
CALL 2pFOUT Convit.,,.M.
	 And	 Type	 it
PAR 0020
PAR MC
TAD =-12 Set	 Counte r	 I ► DDII	 To	 -12
DCA DD
TL:	 TAD =0240
CALL 0,\TTO Type A Space
iSz DD Last Space
,AMP TL No,	 Go Again
JMS TT Go	 (E.O.C.)
TAD 10 Reset Pointer
TAD =-4
DCA 10
DCA 0020 Load Zero





CALL 01\TTO Cuiviage Peturn/Line Feed
CALL Ot\CK Go Wait For TTY To Finish
TAD TS Get Type Pointer
DCA 12 Deposit in	 12
TAD TS Get Type Pointer
TAD =-1 Subtract	 I
DCA Ill Deposit in	 11
TAD =-D13 Set	 Counter
	 IIDDII	 To -8
DCA DD
TM:	 TAD* 12 Get Type indicator
DCA* 11 Shift Down One Address
isz DD Last Shift?
im p TM No, Do Again
CALL ltCLOSE Turn TTY Off
PAR =4
JMP* T"Y Return
SET UP FOR BATTERY 1
TV: TAD :1000 Set BA'I'T	 1 Storage Pointer
DCA 12
JMP TA Continue Type Sel,ect.ion
M	 SUBROU'T' INE TO TYPE HEADER LINE
TD: BSS 1 Return Address
CALL 01\TTO Carriage Return/Line Feed
TAD =-1 0b Set	 Counte r 	 11DD1f	 To -111
DCA DD
TW: CALL 0, D1 Gee. Character Pair
TAD 0020 Load Into Accum
CALL 01\TTO Type?	 1st:	 Par t: Of	 Pair
ISZ DD Last Pitt,
JMP TW No,	 Do Again
CALL 01 \CK
NOP
J y P* TD Re turn
TYPE LINE 1
TB: CLA
CALL 01\TTO Carriage Pet:urn/Line Feed
CALL 0, \TTO Carriage Retuvn/Line Feed
CALL 01\TTO Carriage Retort:/Line Feed
TAD =0400 Set. Pointer To Firs, Line Header
DCA 10
JMS TD Go Type Header Line
CLA
CALL 01 \TTO Carriage Return/Une Feed
TAD ^0740 Type Spacer
CALL U, \TTTO
TAD* TS Get. Type	 indicato."	 And	 L'$,
AND =0003 Mask For BATT No.
TAD =0260 Adjust Code
CALL 01\TTO Type BA'I`T No
TAD =1103 Set, Pointer For Orbit Count.
TAD 12 1st Word
DCA 10
-CALL 0,D1 Get It
CALL 2, IOUT Convert Arad Type
PAR 0024
PAR' M3
CALL Q, D1 Get; 2nd Word Of Orbit Count
CALL ?., IOUT Convert Acid Type
PAR 0020
PAR M1
JMs TT Go Type Time
CALL 0,n1 Get TECH
CALL 2, TOUT Convert An-d Type
PAR 0020
PAR M 3
CALL O, D3 Go Get: Data
C	
` `^
CALL 2, FOUT Conve *t.	 Arid Typo
PAR 0020
PAR M9
CALL O,D,J Get PPG EFF
JMS ZE Go Test`i For_&to
s °	 JMa ZA Go Test: F©v Oversize
CALL 21 FOUT Convert	 Arid Type
PAR 0020
PAR Ms
CALL O,D3 Get BATTERY TEMP




CALL O,D3 Get BPHG WH
CALL 22 FOUT Covert	 Arid Type
PAR 0020
PAR MC
JMP TR Go Shift: Type indicators
*TYPE LINE 2
TC:	 CLA
TAD 0 06 Set; Po: nte r For SWOOnd
UnO Header
3	 DCA 10
JMS TD Go Type Header
CLA
CALL U, \'TTO Ca--ia.ge Return/L ; .ne	 Feed





r	 CALL 0,D3 Go Get-It





CALL O,D3 Get	 R. F.i	 JMS ZE Go Test For 
Zero	 {
JMS ZA Go Test Fot_ Oversize
CALL 21 FQUT ^ AridConvert	 Type^
PAR 0020
PAR M'
CALL U, D3 Get BATTERY WHO
JMS ZE Go Test	 For,,_Ze.«o	 y
CALL 21 FQUT Convert And Type
PAR 0020
PAR M9
'	 CALL J,D3 Get BATTERY EFF
JMS 'LE Go Test, For, Zero
JMS ZA Go Test: Fo r Oversize
CALL 2, FQUT Convert And Type
PAR 0020
PAR M7
CALL, - U, D3 Get HS CELL VOLT
Cb5
ims ZE Go lest Fov Zero
ims ZA Go TQst For Ovevsize
CALL 2, POUT Convert Arid Type
PAR 0020
PAR MB
CALL 0jD1 Get RT CELL No.
CALL 2, OUT Convert And Type
PAR 0020
PAR M3
CALL 02D3 Get AVE.	 CELL VOLT.
j p G ZE Go Test; 	 eno
CALL 21FOUT Convert;	 Arid	 Type
PAR 0020
PAR M7
CALL 0,D3 Get LO CELL VOLTI
-
ims ZE Go Test For Zevo
ims ZA Go Test. Fo%,-Ej-!'Sjzv.
CALL 20FOUT Convert And Type
PAR 0020
PAR M7
CALL O$Dl Get LO CELL NO.
CALL 2,10UT Convert	 Arid Type
PAR 0020
PAR M3
CALL OID3 Get AVE. CELL VOLT,
ims ZE Go T;-sE-Fo--, Zero
CALL 21FOUT Convert	 Arid	 Type
PAR 0020
PAR M7
r imp TR Go ShJft, Type	 Indicators
*SUBROUTINE TO TYPE TIME
TT:	 BSS 1 Return Address




TOUT2OUT, Convert And Type
PAR 0020
PAR M3
• TAD =272 Type
CALL 0j\TTO
CALL 0,D1 Get 2nd Word	 (Hours)





CALL 0 Dl Get and Word	 (Minutes)





CALL,	 0,D1	 Get 4th Word (Seconds)
C	 7	 2
r.

































001 Mod. 1 Cell 1	 Volt,
002 Mod, 1 Cell 2 Volt.
4
003 Mod. 1 Cell 3 Volt.
004 Mod, 1 Cell t{	 Volt.
00$ Mod. 1 Cell b Volt.
006 Mod, 1 Cell b Volt,
007 Mod, 1 Cell 7 Volt.
008 Mod. 1 Cell, 3 Volt
009 Mod. 1 Cell. 9 Volt.
C	 j 010 Mod. 1 Cell 10 Volt.
011 Mod, 1 Cell. 11	 Volt.i 012 Mod, 1 Cell. 12 Volt,
013 Mod. 1 Cell. 13 Volt.
014 Mod, i Ce.11 14 Volt.
015 Mod. 1 Cell 15 Volt.
► 016 Mod. 1 Cell, 16 Volt ,
017 Mod. 1 Cell 17	 Volt.
018 Mod. 1 Cell. 18 Volt,
019 Mod, 1 Cell 19 Volt.
020 Mod, 1 Cell 27 Volt,
021 Mod. 1 Cell 21	 Volt.
022 Mod. 1 Cell 22 Volt, ,
023 Mod. 1 Cel ► 23 Volt,
024 Mod. 1 Cell 24 Volt,
025 Mod. 1 Cell 25 Volt.
026 Mod, 1 Cell 26 Volt.
027 Mod. 1 Cell 27 Volt.
028 Mod. 1 Cell 28 Volt,
029 Mod. 2 Cell 1	 Volt.
030 Mod, 2 Cell. 2 Volt.
031 Mod. 2 Cell 3 Volt.
032 Mod. 2 Cell. 4 Volt.
033 Mod. 2 Cell 5 Volt.
034 Mod. 2 Cell G	 Volt-.
035 Mod, 2 Cell. 7 Volt,03b Mod. 2 Cell. S Volt.
037 _	 Mod. 2 Cell 9 Volt.
038 Mod. 2 Cell. 10 Volt,039 Mod. 2 Cell. 11	 Volt.
040 Mod. 2 Cell 12 Volt.
r 041 Mod. 2 Cell 13 Volt,
n h n M,%A ej rz l l , h.	 IF^ 1 4-
.045 Mod.r'
04b Mod,






























































































r	 Cell. 6 Volt,
Cell 7 Volt.
I Cell 8 Volt.
Cell. 9 Volt.
Cell 10 Volt.
I	 Cell 11 Volt, ,
D	 2
096 Mod. 4 Cell 12 Volt.
097 Mod. 4 Cell 13 Volt.
098 Mod 4 Cell 14 Volt.
099 Mod: 4 Cell 15 Volt,
100 Mod, 4 Cell 16 Volt,
101 Mod. 4 Cell 17 Volt.
102 Mod, 4 Cell 18 Volt.
103 Mod. 4 Cell 19 Volt.
104 Mod. Cell 20 Volt.
105 Mod 4 Cell 21 Volt,
106 Mod, 4 Cell 22 Volt.
107 Mod. 4 Cell 23 Volt,
108 Mod. 4 Cell 211 Volt,
log Mod. 4 Cell P.h Volt.
110 Mod. 4 Cell 26 Volt.
1.11 Mod, 4 Cell 27 Volt,























135 Mod, 1	 Mod. Volt.
136 Mod, 2 Mod, Volt.
137 Mod, 3 Mod. Volt,
138 Mod, 3 Mod. Volt,
139 Mod. 5 Mod, Volt.
140 Not Used
141 Mod, 1	 Temp. i
142. Mod. 1	 Temp. 2
14,3 Mod. 1	 Temp. 3
144 Mod, 1	 Temp. 4
145 Mod, 1	 Temp. 5
,1	 11 L M-^,4 n 'P" -- I
147 Mod. 2 lemp. 2
1118 Mod,	 2 Temp, 3
149 Mod. 2 Temp, 4
150 Mod.	 2 Temp. 5
151 Mod.	 3 Temp.	 1
152 Mod,	 3 Temp,	 2
153 Mod.	 j Temp.	 3
154 Mod.	 3 Temp,	 4
155 Mod.	 3 Temp, 5
1^6 Mod.	 4 Temp.	 1
157 Mod,	 4 Temp.	 2
158 Mod,	 4 Temp.	 3
159 Mod.	 11 Temp.	 U
160 Mod. 4 Temp. 5
161 Not Used
W Not Used
1 b Not Used
lb il Not Used
1 b Not Used
1b6 Chamber Temp,	 1
167 Chamber Temp. P.
168 Chamber Temp.	 3
169 Chamber Temp. 4
170 Room Temp





176 N o t Used
177 Not Used
178 i Reg In
179 1 Reg Out




















199	 1 PPM (Hold)
CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT (DDAS)
TEST	 POS.Ir TION 2
CHANNEL MEASUREMENT
200 Battevy Voltage
.201 Mod. 1 Cell 1	 Volt.
202 Mod, 1 Cell 2 Volt,
Mod, 1 Cell 3 Volt.
204 Mod. 1 Ce1.1 4 Volt,
20b Mod, 1 Cell b Volt.
206 Mod, I Cell 6 Volt,
207 Mod. 1 Cell 7	 Volt,
208 Mod, 1 Cell 8 Volt.
209 Mod, 1 Cell 9 Volt.
210 Mod, 1 C el 3. 10	 Volt,
211 Mod. 1 Cell. 11	 Volt,
212 Mod. 1 Cell 12 Volt,
213 Mod. 1 Cell 13	 Vol't
214 Mod. 1 Cell lit	 Vol	 ,,.
215 Mod. I Cell 1y	 Vol..
216 Mod. 1 Cell 16	 Volt.
217 Mod. 1 Cell 17	 Volt,
216 Mod. 1 Cell 11 8	 Volt.
Modi 1 G e 11 10	 Volt.
220 Mod, 1 Cell 20 Volt.
221 Mod, 1 Cell 21	 Volt.
222 Mod, 1 Cell 22 Volt.
223 Mod, 2 Cell 1	 Volt.
224 Mod, 2 Cell 2 Volt.
225 Mod, 2 Cel l 3	 Vol t-
226 Mod. 2 Cell 4	 Volt.
227 Mod, 2 Cell 5 Volt.
228 Mod. 2 Cell 6 Volt.
229 Mod, 2 Cell 6 Volt.
230 Mod. 2 Cell 8 Volt.
231 Mod, 2 Cell 9	 Volt,
232 Mod. 2 Cell 10	 Volt.
233 Mod. 2 Cell 11	 Volt.
234 Mod, 2 Cell 12	 Volt.
23 1.) Mod. 2 Cell 13	 Volt.
23b Mod, 2 Cell 11;	 Volt,
237 Mod. 2 Cell 15	 Vol*,'
238 Mod, 2 Cell 16	 Volt.
239 Mod, 2 Cell I'T	 Volt.
240 Mod, 2 Cell 18	 Volt,.
241. Mod, 2 Cell 19 Volt
242 Mod, 2 Cell 20 Volt,
243 Mod, 2 Cell 2 41 	 Volt-,.
244 Mod, 2 Cell 22 Volt.





















































3 Cell 2 Vol'
3 Cell 3 Volt.
3 Cel l It Volt
3 Ce ll 4 Vo lt
3 Cell 6 Vole.
3 Cel l 7 Vol t
3 Cell 7 Volt.
3 Cell ^1 Volt,
3 Cell. 10 volt.
3 Cell 11 Volt.
3 Cell 12 Volt,
3 Cell 13 Volt.,
3 Cell i l4 V o lt;.
3 Cell 15 Volt,
,3 Cell 16 Volt.
3 Cell. 17 Volt,
3 Cell, 18 Volt.
3 Cell. 17 Volt,
3 Cell 20 Volt.
3 Cell 21 Volt;.
3 Cell 22 Volt.
4 Cell, 1 Volt.
4 Cell, 2 Volt.
4 Cell. 3 o l t.
4 Cell u Volt
14 Ce l l 5 Vol.r
14 Cell 6 Volt.
It 	 7 Volt:,
4 Cell 8 Volt.
4 Cell 9 volt.
14 Cell 10 Volt,
4 Cell 11 Volt.
4 Cell 12 Volt
14 Cull. 13 Volt.
4 Cell, 114 Volt
4 Cell 15 Volt,
4 Cell 16 Volt.
4 Cell_ 17 Volt.
.4 Cell 18 Volt,
4 Cell 19 Voltt
4 Cell 20 Volt;.
4 Cell 21 Volt.
14 Cell 22 Volt.
5 Cell 1 Volt.
5 Cell. 2 Volt.
5 Cell 3 Volt.
5 Cell '4 Volt.
5 Cell 5 Volt.
5 Cell 6 Volt.
Cell. 7 Volt.
5 Cell 8 Volt.
	
D	 7
297 Mod. 5 Cell 9 Volt.
298 Mod. 5 Cell 10 Volt,
299 Mod, 5 Cell 11	 Volt,
300 Mod. 5 Cell 12 Volt,
i	 301 Mod. 5	 Cell. 13	 Volt ,
302 Mod. 5 Cell 14	 Volt,
303 Mod. 5 Cell 15 Volt.
304 Mod. 5 Cell 16	 Volt.
305 Mod. 5 Cell 17 Volt.
306 Mod. 5 Cell 18 Volt.
307 Mod. 5 Cell 19	 Volt,
308 Mod. 5 Cell 20 Volt.
309 Mod. 5 Ce„l 21	 Volt.
310 Mod. 5 Cell 22 Volt.
311 Not Used
f	 312 Not Used
r	 313 Not Used
i	 314 Not Used

















,3 . 3.2,_ Not Used
333 Not Used
334 Not Used
335 Mod, 1	 Mod, Volt,
336 Mod. 2 Mod. Volt.
337 Mod. 3 Mod, Volt,
33 Mod. 4	 Mod.. Volt,
339 Mod. 5 Mod. Vold.,
340 Not Used
341 Mod, 1	 Temp. 1
342 Mod, 1	 Temp. 2
343 , Mod. 1	 Temp. 3
344 Mod.- 1	 Temp, 4
345 Mod. 1	 Temp, 5
346 Mod. 2 Temp.

















































Mod. 2 Temp. 3
Mod. 2 Temp. 4
Mod, 2 Temp. 5
Mod. 3 Temp. I
Mod. 3 Temp. 2
Mod. 3 Temp. 3
Mod. 3 Temp. 4
Mod. 3 Temp. 5
Mod, It Temp. I
Mod. 4 Temp. 2
Mod. 4 Temp. 3
Mod, 4 Temp, 11
Mod, 4 Temp. 5
Mod. 5 Temp. 1
Mod, 5 Temp, 2
Mod. 5 Temp. 3
Mod. 5 Temp. It
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OATTWHO._.. 999.. ► 461700 ►03.
BATT AHQ	 888. -,32855q-03,
CHAN NO. ... 035.. ' QW0532 +00.
P
ORB! T NO.--,. 00837, . 	 31, A 2.,,— t +f - W. SS?
T. Q. Y.
	 043, 23. 50, 19. 1. f`	 BATT Nth.DDD. HH. MM . SS
r t CURE .3
CHAN NO.
i86. ►292968 ►01.
i 85, . ► 542968 ► PJ 1.







178, . ►688476 +00
000. *149000+03.
00837.	 _, 31. d2.






wn	 rE5 KT-JP FOR MATT. 2 1
LCLA. HL • . FLAG
SET iE FOR SATT. 1
(FS)
SET-U1 FOR MATT 2






























wM MATT. 1 FLAGS
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W^ WY HMO FLAG
1 WT-11 roll Mtt.2 1
WT -up roll MATT. 1 I
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'MtT. V.	 KT V FOR	 TOFT OWAC, M CM)OWN 1.DIIT	 MM.  171 t3711 ^ 	 COhr"T Ale fTOE^
7 rE^ -
	
VAL	 AMNo < ^	 Lo11E11	 ^1	 >
Y 	 LC RT M i7f^ I
	 L^T V ra^








PRINT (^h1 ^ ""
LAS T DATA
T COT MEAS.1e1 (38v
LCONVERT TO TENT.
Rfi1	 ;
ADD RESULT! TO II
r1811T. NEA6. 1K tM1





oLt. f. WAS. 184 1J84) —^















LFWSLr JI TO If
L
NIxT. MEAS. lea .383,
A 'E46. Mt (aV














fADO RESULTS TO I6
	
t
MUL T. MEAS. 6M (2N1_1
ADO RE SUL TS TO IC
^X _MFRS. 178 ,378)
MM . MEAS. ie3 (J631




163 !383) TO	 IF











umu= UTMUME r WTry u



















STM MAL 167 t3671
REPLACE N1
NA
l—	 klCNFR{ T40 LAST
N1 A	 OL'T NEAS.187 18671






	 tET UP FOR
	O 	 NEA73 107 u671 J
GET MEAS. 186 &3w
CONVERT AM STORE












NIXT Am um a+
two
WU► TO Oam FOLTY OWL ^
SIStlFT Tp^J
r









?	 A SLoewy	 YES
Ey e	 No	 T tW





CLOSESV. F oot	 CLLO SV. FOR SATT.












0.09E SW. ON CELL
VOLT. OUT OF LNET
MOM VOLT.	 YES












CL	 SM. FOR	 YE
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